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w w w. s l i p p e r y r o c k g a z e t t e . n e t

OR “GREEN” CONSTRUC-
TION, RECYCLING IS GOOD

BUT REUSING IS BETTER.
THE REED BROTHERS OF

OLDE NEW ENGLAND

GRANITE HAVE DEVELOPED A BUSINESS BASED

ON THIS PHILOSOPHY, RECLAIMING HISTORIC

GRANITE FOR USE IN LANDSCAPING, BUILDING

AND MANY OTHER PROJECTS.

On the two-acre “Granite Farm” located in
the scenic town of Lynnfield, Mass., builders,
landscapers, architects, homeowners and even
occasional television and film personnel can
wander around and look at the wide range of
stone material—much of it from the 1800s—
that has been salvaged. There are cobble-
stones from abandoned railway yards, foun-
dation blocks from bridges, columns and
hand-split posts from New England mills and
much more. All have the weathered and
antique colorations of reclaimed stone and
many still feature the marks of the people
who created them.

“I like to think we’re not just reclaiming the
material but rescuing it,” said Biz Reed, COO
and Executive Vice President of Olde New
England Granite. “So much unwanted granite
is crushed or ends up in the landfill. All those
beautiful pieces of history that the quarrymen
worked so hard on shouldn’t be lost.”

Biz Reed and his brother Wesley Reed did
not start out with plans to collect reclaimed
stone. It grew out of their original landscaping
and hardscaping business.

“We started a little landscaping business
doing mowing and that sort of thing in 1966,”
said Biz. “We were just kids in high school
and called ourselves Reed Brothers
Enterprises.” After they both went to college
(and Wesley went on to become a dentist), the
business grew and became the Reed Corp. It is
a family business, with Wesley as President
and their other brother Mark involved, in addi-
tion to their father, when he was still living. 

The brothers got into the reclaimed stone
business, in a roundabout way, following the
advice of their father. He encouraged them
about fourteen years ago to downsize the com-
pany and get involved with excavation and
septic installation since it is not as seasonal.

“My father was a wise man,” Biz said. “He

always told us, ‘You have to have a product.
You can’t make it on labor alone.’ He died two
years ago but he’s still with us every day. He’s
the main reason we’re where we are today.”

The Reed brothers followed their father’s
advice at an opportune time. Because of
changes to New England’s codes around that
time, many groundwater septic systems need-
ed to be elevated to be compliant. The Reed
brothers’ experience in both landscaping and
septic installation was a good blend for this
work. They had the skills to elevate the sys-
tems and the ability to make them look nice. 

A big part of this work was developing ele-
vated leaching fields, and they found that con-
structing retaining walls using reclaimed
granite blocks worked well. They started
searching for this type of reclaimed stone for
these projects and their customers embraced
the concept.

“Engineers endorsed it to retain, terrace and

blend new elevations into the landscape and
the clients loved it because it was historic
and had a New England look,” Biz said.
“This became our niche.”

Most of the stone they were finding was
Rockport granite quarried in the mid-1800s
up into the early 1900s in the Cape Ann area.
At first they relied on other suppliers to find
the granite, but they soon had all but
exhausted their supply. They decided to
strike out on their own and began talking to
demolition contractors and road and bridge
contractors about reclaiming old granite
from their projects. Their supply of
reclaimed material grew.

Continued on page 2
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“Then about four years ago we were at the
point where we said, ‘We have all this wonder-
ful material and we’ll never be able to use it all
ourselves, so why don’t we open it up to the
market?’”

That’s when they opened Olde New England
Granite. The spot where they keep the granite
used to be a horse farm, which is why Biz start-

Continued from page 1
Below:  The entrance to the two-acre “Granite
Farm” located in Lynnfield, Massachusetts,
where builders, landscapers, architects, home-
owners and even occasional television and film
personnel can wander around and look at the
wide range of stone material – much of it from
the 1800s – that all has been salvaged and is
waiting to be repurposed.

ed calling it the Granite Farm. It’s an appropri-
ate name, since the range of material continues
to grow. Though their main focus is New
England, the business has shipped stone all
across the United States.

Another gift the Reed brothers’ father gave to
them was an interest in antiques. That interest
carries over into the reclaimed granite business.
At each project site where they will be gathering
stone, they document the original use with plen-
ty of photographs and as much historical data as
they can collect. 

One recent project was the Essex-Merrimac
Drawbridge in Amesbury, Mass. This draw-
bridge was constructed in the late 1800s and
included three pier columns, constructed entire-
ly with dimensional granite blocks weighing up
to four tons. The bridge was rebuilt in the 1960s
over the original stone piers. When it was dam-
aged in a 2008 barge collision it had to be
replaced, which meant a treasure trove for Olde
New England Granite. 

“We like to learn about the history of the
material and where it came from and always
take lots of photographs,” said Biz. “Our clients
like to see these too. It adds to the appeal.”

Some clients want the stone in its original
state, but with much of this pier block material,
they are fabricating it into a wide variety of
products. Stair treads, landings, 2-inch paving
and fireplace surround material are a few of their
Rockport granite sawn and thermaled products.
Throughout the fabrication process they try to
keep the aged sides in their original state which

Right:  Blocks reclaimed from the Essex-Merrimac
Drawbridge bridge granite piers have found a new
purpose as retaining wall material.  Reclaimed
granite curbing and a half mill stone unearthed on
this property add to the antique look.

Right, below: Olde New England Granite still does
some landscaping and hardscaping installation
projects, like these graceful, shallow steps with bor-
der plantings, but for Biz Reed, especially, the focus
is now on securing and reclaiming historical stone.

helps to maintain the vintage look as well as
keep their history intact.

Noble and Greenough School recently used
Olde New England Granite in the renovation of
their boarding school in Dedham, Mass. Their
buildings included stonework done in the late
1800s, and they needed to match the specific
seam face granite from this era. The drawbridge
pier blocks were a perfect match.

Old New England Granite material was also
used on a recent episode of the television show
“This Old House.” The show was redoing a
300-year-old historic home in Bedford, Mass.,
and needed several large pieces of reclaimed
granite for their front entry. They wanted to
match the rugged look of the house, so they vis-
ited the Granite Farm. The giant granite landing
and accompanying steps that they used for their
front entryway came from the Essex-Merrimac
Drawbridge pier blocks.

Biz said one of the interesting parts of his job
is that he never knows who will be calling him
each day. The set designer for the Hollywood

movie “Crooked Arrows” called him last sum-
mer wanting stones for an outdoor scene being
filmed near Boston. She came and looked
around the farm and picked out the stones she
liked. They packaged them up and sent them to
the set as a rental. The stones were returned
when the shooting was finished.

Olde New England Granite still does some
landscaping and hardscaping installation proj-
ects, but for Biz, especially, the focus is now on
securing and reclaiming historical stone.

“Our audience is so wide and varied: engi-
neers; architects; landscape, hardscape and
mason contractors; remodelers; homeowners;
movie designers and many more in between,”
he said. “A lot of our clients are interested in the
environmental aspect of reusing stone. It’s gray
but it’s also green. It saves energy and landfill
space, but it also saves a little bit of history.
We’re excited to be doing that.”

For more about Olde New England Granite
visit ww.oldenewenglandgranite.com.  

OLDE NEW ENGLAND GRANITE RESCUES
HISTORY THROUGH RECLAIMED STONE
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B E T T E R ! FA S T E R ! C H E A P E R !
Call 800-575-4401 Fax 800-915-5501 

Introducing...

A Steel Sink
Undermounter  

for ONLY $12.95! 

Call NOW and
order yours  

Today! 

The Universal Sink Undermount uses zinc-plated
steel to provide exceptional support for sinks in 
standard 25” cabinets. It easily mounts in only 5
minutes! 

This is a real time saver and gives you the 
security to support the heaviest of sinks, like
Kohler cast iron (sorry, we name dropped). 

This great product also eliminates the need for
wood or other supports. No cutting required.
Simply install clips, attach leveling bolts, and
drop in STEEL rails. 

All Braxton-Bragg products carry a 30-day, risk-free, money
back guarantee. If you are not satisfied with your purchase,
simply return it for a prompt and courteous refund.

Item # Description LOW Intro Price
7849 Universal Sink Undermounter $12.95

• Fits standard 25˝ cabinets
• No cutting required
• No drilling or gluing the studs to the countertop
• Zinc-plated steel for durability and strength

NEW!

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for the Universal Sink Undermounter Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for this advertiser and more
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E ARE HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE THAT AFTER MONTHS OF HARD WORK, OUR MAY ONLINE

ISSUE (WWW.SLIPPERYROCKGAZETTE.NET -SEE PAGE 11 AND 12) WILL INCLUDE SEV-
ERAL VALUABLE FEATURES FOR THE INDUSTRY.  THIS MONTH’S NEWS FEATURES

INCLUDE STORIES COVERING OLDE NEW ENGLAND GRANITE AND A NEW TITLE OF

MRS. WORLD 2012 FOR APRIL LUFRIU, WHO HAS GRACED OUR PAGES BEFORE. TORIN

DIXON VISITS THE HISTORIC, NEWLY REOPENED YULE QUARRY IN COLORADO, AND

OUR STALWART REPORTERS BRING YOU THE LATEST INDUSTRY NEWS, GOOD ADVICE AND

OPINION. LET US KNOW WHAT YOU THINK OF OUR UPDATES ONLINE AT WWW.SLIPPERYROCKGAZETTE.NET. 
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SUTHUNUHS!
OUTHERNERS: (NOUN) NATIVES

OR INHABITANTS OF THE SOUTH,
ESPECIALLY OF THE SOUTHERN U.S.
Y’ALL KNOW WHO Y’ALL ARE!

Southerners know their summer weather report:
Humidity, humidity, and more humidity.

_____
Southerners know their vacation spots: The

beach, the rivuh, or the crick.
_____

Southerners know everybody’s first name:
“Honey,”  “Darlin’,” and “Shugah.”

_____
Southerners know the movies that speak to

their hearts: “Fried Green Tomatoes,”
“Driving Miss Daisy,” “Steel Magnolias,” and
“Gone With The Wind.”

_____
Southerners know their religions: Bapdiss,

Methdiss, Football.
_____

Southerners know their cities dripping with
Southern charm: Chawl’stn, S’vanah, N’awlins,
Mobeel, and Addlanna.

_____
Southerners know their elegant gentlemen:

Men in uniform, men in tuxedos, and men
like Rhett Butler.

_____
Southern girls know their prime real estate:

The mall, the country club, the beauty salon.
_____

Southern girls know the three deadly sins:
Having bad hair and nails, having bad man-
ners, and cooking bad food.

_____
Only a Southerner knows the difference

between a hissie fit and a conniption fit, and that
you don’t “have” them, you “pitch” them.

_____
Only a Southerner knows how many fish,

collard greens, turnip greens, peas, beans,
etc., make up “a mess.”

_____
Only a Southerner can show or point out to

you the general direction of “yonder.”
_____

Only a Southerner knows exactly how long
“directly” is, as in: “Goin’ to town, back
directly.”

_____
Even Southern babies know that “Gimme

some sugar” is not a request for the white,
granular, sweet substance that sits in a pretty
little bowl in the middle of the table.

_____
All Southerners know exactly when “by

and by” is. They might not use the term, but
they know the concept well.

_____
Only a Southerner knows instinctively that

the best gesture of solace for a neighbor with
troubles is a plate of hot fried chicken and a
big bowl of cold potato salad. For a crisis,
they also know to add a large banana puddin’!

Only Southerners grow up knowing the dif-
ference between “right near” and “a right far
piece.” They also know that “just down the
road” can be 1 mile or 20.

_____
Only a Southerner both knows and understands

the difference between a Suthun gentleman, a
redneck, a good ol’ boy, and po’ white trash.

_____
No true Southerner would ever assume that

the car with the flashing turn signal is actual-
ly going to make a turn.

_____
Only Southerners make friends while

standing in line, ... and when we’re in line,
we talk to everybody!

_____
Put 100 Southerners in a room and half of

them will discover they’re related, even if
only by marriage.

_____
Southerners know grits come from corn

and how to prop’ly eat them.
_____

Every Southerner knows that tomatoes with
eggs, bacon, grits, and coffee are perfectly
wonderful; that red-eye gravy is also a break-
fast food; that scrambled eggs just ain’t right
without Tabasco, and that fried green toma-
toes are not a breakfast food.

_____
When you hear someone say, “Well, I

caught myself lookin’,” you know you are in
the presence of a genuine Southerner!

_____
Only true Southerners say “sweet tea” and

“sweet milk.” Sweet tea indicates the pres-
ence of sugar and lots of it – we do not gen-
erally take our tea unsweetened. “Sweet
milk” means you don’t want buttermilk.

_____
And a true Southerner knows you don’t

scream obscenities at little old ladies who drive
30 MPH on the freeway. You just say, “Bless
her sweet little heart”... and go your own way.

_____
To those of you who are still a little embar-

rassed by your Southernness: Take two tent
revivals and a dose of sausage gravy and call me
in the morning. Bless your little heart!

_____
And to those of you who are still having a hard

time understanding all this Southern stuff....bless
your hearts. I hear they’re fixin’ to have classes
on Southernness as a second language!

_____
There ain’t no magazine named “Northern

Living” for good reason; nobody would buy
the magazine! Now, shugah, if you’re a
Northern transplant, bless your little heart, fake
it. We know you got here as fast as you could.

Anne Tenna
Resident GRITS*

ICHAEL TWISS, CEO OF MIA
ACCREDITED COMMERCIAL A
CONTRACTOR, COLUMBIA

STONE, AND MIA ACCREDITED

NATURAL STONE FABRICATOR, NATURAL STONE

DESIGNS, BOTH LOCATED IN TUALATIN, OR; HAS

BEEN ELECTED PRESIDENT OF THE MARBLE

INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, THE 1600-MEMBER

GLOBAL ORGANIZATION REPRESENTING THE NATU-
RAL STONE INDUSTRY.

Twiss began his stone industry career in 1982
with the Blaesing Granite Company after
working six years in the heavy civil construc-
tion industry. He started out as project manag-
er; eventually ascending to the role of director
of business development. 

In 1988, he started Columbia Stone; followed
by Natural Stone Designs in 1991. He serves as
the owner/chief executive officer of each com-
pany. Twiss also holds Civil Engineering
licenses in California and Washington State,
and has been a member of the American
Society of Civil Engineers since 1982.

At the same time of Twiss’ election, Jonathan
Zanger of Walker Zanger in Perth Amboy, NJ
was selected as vice president of MIA; Tony
Malisani of Malisani, Inc. in Great Falls, MT
as secretary; and Dan Rea of Cold Spring
Granite Company in Cold Spring, MN as treas-
urer. The officers assumed office StonExpo/
Marmomacc Americas in Las Vegas, Nevada
during the MIA Annual Meeting.

MIA members also elected three new mem-
bers to the association’s Board of Directors.
Claus F. Larsen of DANSK Marble & Granite
Works Srl in Carrara, Italy was chosen to rep-
resent Europe; Jon Lancto of MIA Accredited
Natural Stone Fabricator, Surface Products,
Inc. in Cornelius, NC was selected to represent

zone 3 (the Southeast); and Arik Grebelsky of
A. Grebelsky & Son in Har-Tuv A Industrial
Zone, Israel was selected to represent the
Middle East and Asia. Brenda Edwards,
TexaStone Quarries, was also appointed to
serve the remaining two years of a vacated at-
large position.

About the Marble Institute of America
For over 65 years the Marble Institute of

America (MIA) has been the world's leading
information resource and advocate for the nat-
ural dimension stone industry. MIA members
include marble, granite, limestone, sandstone,
and other natural stone producers and quarri-
ers, fabricators, installers, distributors, and
contractors around the world.

MARBLE INSTITUTE ELECTS NEW
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS FOR 2012

Michael Twiss, CEO of MIA Accredited
Commercial A Contractor, Columbia Stone,
and MIA Accredited Natural Stone Fabricator,
Natural Stone Designs, has been elected 2012
president of the Marble Institute of America.

BRIDAL TRAIN BREAKS A RECORD
HOT AIR BALLOON FLOATED OVER

DOWNTOWN BUCHAREST CARRY-
ING A MODEL WEARING WHAT IS

NOW REGARDED AS THE WORLD’S

LONGEST BRIDAL TRAIN.

The 1.85-mile-long ivory train on the
model’s wedding gown billowed out over a
main boulevard in Romania’s capital.

The Guinness Book of World Records rec-
ognized the item on the silk and lace gown as
the longest train, beating the previous record
held by a Dutch designer.

But pedestrians didn’t seem to make much
of the media event, which was organized by
the artifact’s creators: the Andree Salon fash-
ion house and the organizers of this year’s
biannual Wedding Fair in Bucharest.

A few bystanders looked up at the balloon,
but many others ignored it.

The train, which took 100 days to create,
was crafted by a team of 10 seamstresses,
said salon spokeswoman Lavinia Lascae.
The lace was imported from France, while
taffeta and other fabrics were purchased from
Italy, costing a total of 24,000 lei
($7,364.48), she added.

Beating a Dutch designer to the record had
an added dimension for Romanians, as many
are still angry after the Netherlands opposed
its entry into the European Union’s visa-free
travel zone. Dutch Prime Minister Mark
Rutte recently demanded that Romania and
Bulgaria do more to reform their justice sys-
tems and combat corruption and organized
crime before he would support integration.

“If the Netherlands does not allow us into
Europe, we’ll take them out of the world
records book,” said Alin Caraman, an organ-
izer of the Wedding Fair.

*Girl Raised In the South
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TEARING UP THE TO-DO LIST

O HAVE YOU THOUGHT ANY MORE

ABOUT A HONEYMOON?” PEPPER

ASKED ME, AS I TRAIPSED AROUND

NUBBINS TOWN SQUARE WITH MY

REGULAR WALKY-TALKY GROUP.

“I had a honeymoon,” I responded without
slowing down.

“One night at the Awenasa Falls State Park
Lodge is not a honeymoon,” Roberta said.

“It depends on the night,” I said with a wink,
and everyone laughed. “But seriously – honey-
moons are for young people in bikinis, not cou-
ples in their 60s with bunions. Merl and I will
take a fun trip one of these days. We just need
to figure out when to get it on the schedule.”

“I know you, Ida Mae,” Roberta said. “You’ll
never get around to it. You’re too involved with
all your volunteer work, and Merl stays busy, too.
These things don’t just fall into your lap, you
know. Good things come to people who investi-
gate on the internet and make them happen.”

“I don’t think that’s the way that proverb goes,”
I said, a bit snappishly. “But don’t worry; we’ve
got some things cooking.” But that wasn’t exact-
ly the truth. Actually, it wasn’t true at all, and I
was afraid Roberta might be right, which both-
ered me. Merl and I had only been married a
week or so and we were already back to our busy
lives. The wedding was hectic enough. When in

have got pizzazz -- Liddy’s!” --trying to
whoop out the last “Liddy’s” like a yodeler.

“That’s great!” said Pepper. “Why don’t
you enter it in the contest?”

“Maybe I will,” I said. “But somebody
else will have to sing it.”

But I didn’t enter it. As soon as I got home
from my walk, I had to get ready for another
church meeting, and the jingle flew out of
my head. I’m not much on contests, any-
way. I never win them, so what’s the point?

The next several weeks were busy with
meetings and church obligations and writing
my wildflower column, and Merl had a work
trip. Then one evening Pearl called me up and
invited me and Merl over for coffee.

“Merl won’t be back for a couple of days,
but I’m available,” I said.

“We’ll just wait until he gets back,” she said
mysteriously.

When Merl and I finally made it to her
house, I was surprised to find the whole
Walky-Talky gang there. Roberta, Pepper,
Myrtle, Grace and Pearl were all seated around
the dining room table, where a CD player and
a large envelope sat perched in the middle.

“What is this? An intervention?” I asked sus-
piciously.

“Of course not,” Pepper said, waving her
hand. “Actually, we have good news!” she

continued. “Listen to this,” and she hit the
“play” button on the CD player.

Guitars and drums started up, then I heard
three voices singing in perfect harmony:
“Others want what Liddy has, cause Liddy’s

jams have got pizzazz -- Liddy’s!”
Merl and I stood there confused.

“You recorded my jingle?” I asked,
not understanding.
“Yes!” cried Pepper, jumping up and

grabbing the envelope. “We recorded it and
submitted it to the contest and you won!” All

the other women clapped.
Merl and I continued to stand there, staring.
“We submitted it in your name since you wrote

it, and guess what the prize is?!” She didn’t wait
for an answer. “A trip for two to New York City!”
The whole table was up on its feet now clapping
and yelling. Merl and I just stood there, trying to
drink it in. “You leave next week!”

“What?” That message finally got through. “We
can’t go to New York City next week. That’s just
impossible. There are too many things to do.”

“Like what?” Merl said, turning to me and
grinning.

“Well …, you know, … all the things … we do.” 
But of course I was wrong. Sometimes the

right thing to do is to tear up your to-do list and
listen to your friends who look out for you.

Big Apple, here we come!

the world would we have time to figure out a trip?
I decided to change the subject. “Did you hear

Liddy’s Jellies and Jams has created some new
flavors? ‘Apple chili spice’ was one I heard
about. And ‘Honeysuckle wine.’”

“Whoop-te-doo,” said Roberta sarcastically.
“How will I ever contain my excitement?”

But Grace seemed interested. “Sounds like
Liddy’s is trying to step it up a notch,” she said. “Of
course, nothing beats their old-fashioned strawberry
jam, in my opinion. That little factory in Blevins has
continued to do well over the years. I wonder why
they’ve decided to shake things up now?”

“Probably the economy,” said Pearl. “Maybe
they feel like plain old blackberry and strawberry
are boring. In fact, they’re having a jingle contest
to help them advertise their new flavors.”

“We should enter it!” Pepper cried. “What’s
the prize?”

“I have no idea,” said Pearl. “But who cares?
Let’s think of something.”

We walked on in silence, while the little
wheels in our minds cranked around visions of
Liddy’s new jams and how to sell them.

“Everything I think of is dumb,” Pearl said.
“Me too,” said Pepper.
“It’s making me hungry,” said Myrtle.
“How about this?” I suddenly said, stopping in my

tracks. Not being much of a singer, I croaked out,
“Others want what Liddy has, cause Liddy’s jams

Auntie Mae’s Various Ramblings on Life in a Small Town
Ida Mae Nowes

Nubbins Special Correspondent 
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APRIL LUFRIU OF LUFRIU MARBLE, INC.
IS CROWNED MRS. WORLD 2012

HEN WE TOLD THE

STORY OF APRIL

LUFRIU IN THE

JULY 2011 ISSUE

OF THE SLIPPERY ROCK GAZETTE, WE

THOUGHT IT WAS REMARKABLE THAT

IN ADDITION TO BEING VICE-PRESI-
DENT OF LUFRIU MARBLE, INC. IN

TAMPA, FLORIDA, AN ADVOCATE FOR

THE FOUNDATION FIGHTING

BLINDNESS AND A VERY DEVOTED

MOTHER, LUFRIU WAS CROWNED

MRS. AMERICA IN APRIL 2011.

Now she’s topped that by win-
ning the title of Mrs. World.

In December 2011 in Orlando,
Florida, Lufriu competed with 57
other married women from around
the world for the title. She was
shocked to win, but she also felt
confident that her success was due
to her passion about her cause:
fighting blindness.

“With all the interviews I have
had to do during the past year, I
was so ready to compete for Mrs.
World,” Lufriu said. “Many of the women in
the pageant had not had a lot of media exposure
like I had. Instead of being a beauty queen, I
was an advocate and a spokesperson. I knew
what my mission was.”

Since interviews with the judges account for
a large portion of the competition, Lufriu’s had
an advantage. She spoke from the heart about
her family’s struggle with retinitis pigmentosa,
a disease that affects her sister, herself and her
two youngest children, and which can gradual-
ly lead to blindness. She also felt her age gave
her an advantage because of the experience and
ease that comes with it. At 42, she was the sec-
ond oldest woman to be crowned Mrs. America
and she is the oldest to be given the title of Mrs.
World.

“Being a mature 42-year-old is impressive
and I think it was a factor,” she said. “It is eas-
ier to be relaxed and take things in stride. It’s
good to know you don’t have to be a young
chickadee to win.”

The win means that Lufriu is traveling and
speaking even more than she was as Mrs.
America. She recently returned from a trip to
Hong Kong and China and has other national
and international trips planned for the months
ahead. Nevertheless, she continues to manage
the family business, a granite and marble fabri-
cation business where her husband, George, is
the president. The business specializes in cus-
tom, natural-stone fabrication projects like
pools, bathrooms, fireplaces and countertops.

She assumes the publicity surrounding her
win as Mrs. World has drawn some attention to
the business, but she doesn’t use her title as an
influence in that arena. 

“I’d rather let our product speak for itself,”
she said, adding that only one of her customers
has challenged her on her ability to handle the
projects at Lufriu Marble, as well as her
responsibilities as Mrs. World. “He said he
wasn’t sure I would have enough time to focus
on his job, with all of my other responsibilities
as Mrs. World. I told him not to underestimate
me and showed him he was wrong.”

Of course, increased publicity is exactly
what she was hoping the title would bring
when it comes to her role as the national
spokesperson for the Foundation Fighting
Blindness. And she has not been disappointed.
There have been public service announcements
in Woman’s Day, Reader’s Digest and other
national magazines, interviews on television
shows and opportunities to speak at many
national events. Her goals are to raise aware-
ness and funds for retinal degenerative eye dis-
eases and to eventually find a cure for retinitis
pigmentosa.

“I used to be afraid of public speaking, so it’s
interesting that I’ve ended up doing this,” she
said. “But it comes more easily to me now. I
just come across as a mom and tell my story.
It’s actually therapy for me and helps heal my
heart. It’s a battle against time but a lot of
strides in the research keep me very hopeful for
a cure.” For more information on Mrs. Lufriu’s
title win or her cause, see www.mrsworld.com
and www.blindness.org.

Her husband George Lufriu cheers and celebrates her victory. April continues to manage Lufriu
Marble, Inc., a granite and marble fabrication business where her husband, George, is the president
and she is vice president. The business specializes in custom, natural-stone fabrication projects like
pools, bathrooms, fireplaces and countertops.

April Lufriu poses with her family members
soon after being crowned Mrs. World 2012,
December of last year, held in Orlando,
Florida. At 42, she is the oldest to be given the
title of Mrs. World.

Photos courtesy April Lufriu

Liz McGeachy
Special Correspondent
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HOW TO INCREASE SALES AND PROFITS
WITHOUT SPENDING A CENT

VER HEARD OF SOMETHING

CALLED “CONVERSION RATE?” YOU

MAY HAVE, BUT ARE YOU MEASUR-
ING IT ALL THE TIME OR ARE YOU

JUST GUESSING WHAT IT MIGHT BE? 

If you don’t know what conversion rate
means, you’re missing out on the most cost-
effective Profit Funnel™ there is in the world to
increase sales, without spending a cent. Plus,
by increasing your conversion rate, your net
profits always go up!

So what is conversion rate? 
Conversion rate is the difference between

how many call, walk in or contact your busi-
ness and then, how many of them end up buy-
ing. For example, if you had 10 phone calls to
your business and you took their name and
phone, over time you simply track how many
of them actually spent money with you. So, if
you have three people buy from you, your con-
version rate would be 30% or 3 out of 10. 

This simple measurement is life changing for
business owners when they see the power of it.
If you don’t know your conversion rate and
“guess” it’s about 50%, I guarantee you’re
wrong! Almost everyone thinks their conver-
sion rate is higher than it actually is. The rea-
son being is that the people you talk to who say
they’ll come back and buy later, or who sound
like they are very interested in buying, often
don’t. But you don’t know that if you don’t
measure all inquiries, because you assume they
have bought.

When you measure your conversion rate, be
prepared for a shock. I’ve worked with retailers
who thought it was 75% and found it was 38%.
I’ve worked with service businesses that
thought it was 50% and we found it to be 13%.

They get a bit depressed when they realize
it’s only 13%, but I get excited! That’s because
it’s impossible to double 50% conversion rate,
but with 13% you can triple it and still have
room for improvement! 

Did you know that increasing your conver-
sion rate proportionally increases net profit?
That means if you increase your conversion
rate by 50% (e.g. from 24% to 36%) you have
just increased your turnover by 50% as well!
That’s because you get 50% more paying cus-
tomers than you have right now, but no addi-
tional overhead. And you can increase your
conversion rate, and therefore profit without
spending a cent on advertising or promotion.

So how do you measure it? 
First of all, you need two to three bits of

information on every person who contacts your
business. Things like their name, phone num-
ber and what their inquiry was about. 

This then gives you information to refer
back, to see how many people actually ended
up buying who contacted your business. With
your business it may take days before you can

tally inquiries to customers. For some service
businesses you may need to wait a month from
the inquiry date to purchase due, to the time it
takes people to make a decision.

You’ll notice your conversion rate will be
different for each of your staff. Why is that?
Simple, some people create a better impression
on the customers. Some of your staff will fol-
low up and others won’t.  And once you realize
the difference, you can do something about it,
but until you have measured it, how can you do
anything about it?

So now, onto the magic question…

How do you improve 
your conversion rate?

There are at least 80 ways! Want to know the
best ones? Here they are: 

1. Learn DISC profiles.
DISC profiling has to be the most unknown

method of understanding people there is, yet in
business it’s the most powerful tool you can
learn and use. DISC is an insight into 4 major
differences in people’s behavior: Dominance,
Influence, Steadiness, and Conscientiousness. 

When you learn DISC profiles, you under-
stand some people want to be friends with the
person they buy from, while others find friend-
ly sales people annoying and don’t buy from
them. Some people (about 50%) make all sales
decisions very quickly, usually on the spot.
While the other 50% of people always want to
think about it, usually over a day or two.
Knowing the difference can increase sales (and
profit) by 20%-300% in weeks!

2. Offer guarantees in writing.
Everyone has some level of apprehension

about parting with money, so a guarantee helps
to overcome that apprehension and helps peo-
ple to make confident decisions. What can you
guarantee in writing that you have not been

offering now? What about not to leave a mess
if you’re in a service business? Retailers often
don’t want to refund, so they scare away
dozens of potential customers for the sake of a
very few possibly wanting refunds. 

3. Make your business appear unique. 
This again is a powerful tool as when you

“appear” unique or different, you stop losing
sales to price shoppers. It’s not hard to do; in
fact, when you use guarantees like those above,
it makes you very unique!

4. Learn body language. 
Body language is responsible for 55% of

what you communicate before you open your
mouth! Everyone has heard of it but how many
people use it? Almost none! Go read a book on
it and try it. Body language is a form of flattery
and people buy from people they like or relate to.

5. Try different words you use to greet
people face to face or on the phone. 

Retailers are notorious for saying things that
elicit “no thanks, just looking.” It’s the same on
the phone. Try saying something like, “Hi, this
is XYZ business. What project are you calling
about today?”

Are you starting to get the picture there are

dozens of ways for you to improve what you’re
doing now with your conversion rate? First,
you have to measure it before you can improve
it. Collate it over a day, then a week, then a
month. When you do, you will have a powerful
Key Performance Indicator. 

Working with business owner’s conversion
rates, I have seen fantastic profit improvements
in weeks and months. It’s not hard to do, it just
needs to be done. 

If you don’t increase your conversion rate,
your marketing will rarely make you a good
profit return, or enough to pay for itself with
profit from the sales from the promotion. When
you double conversion rates from advertising
responses, you increase profit… and in many
cases you’ll be able to cut back on advertising.

I’ll leave you with this thought... You can’t
improve something if you haven’t measured it.
Measuring is the secret to all of your success in
business.

Sean McCool is an award-winning copy-
writer and the author of Marketing Secrets of
the Ice Cream Man. He is known as The Profit
Funnels Guy™ because Sean shows businesses
how to set up multiple Profit Funnels™

throughout their business. Sean can be reached
through his website, www.SeanMcCool.com

Sean McCool
Direct Marketing Strategist

BULLET PROOF™
Fabricator’s Apron

800-575-4401 • www.braxton-bragg.com

The OLD way…

The ONLY way

Available from
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B E T T E R ! FA S T E R ! C H E A P E R !
Call 800-575-4401 Fax 800-915-5501 

July 18 – 20, 2012
At the Braxton-Bragg Facility
4100 Appalachian Way, Knoxville, TN

Classes are only $899.00 
per student, 3-Day Session

LEARN GLASS FIBER REINFORCED CONCRETE TECHNIQUES

THE BUDDY RHODES WAY!
This three-day class will teach Glass Fiber Reinforced

Concrete (GFRC) casting and mold-making techniques.
NOTE: This Advanced topic class is 

recommended for those already familiar
with concrete countertop building. 

Item # Description Reg. Price Sale Price
17827 Buddy Rhodes Advanced Techniques DVD  $39.95 $19.95

Learn to make a counter with an integral sink, form planters and fur-
niture with fiberglass molds, and layer colors the Buddy Rhodes way!
This new DVD provides step-by-step details on techniques that you'll
want to see after you're comfortable making basic concrete coun-
tertops. Buddy himself leads the way with Matt Mondini and Joshua
Cruz, experts featured in the basic Concrete Countertops DVD.
Matt will show you repair and re-sealing techniques in a homeown-
er's kitchen with a beautiful set of countertops installed nearly ten
years before. Buddy will show you how to make your own paste for
filling voids and bug holes. This demonstration video takes the
pressed technique to the max and offers lots of new tips from
Buddy. This DVD is a perfect companion to the new Buddy Rhodes
Advanced Concrete Techniques class and book.

FOR A LIMITED TIME

WE’RE OFFERING THE BUDDY RHODES

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES DVD

AT HALF-PRICE!

Buddy Rhodes Advanced Techniques DVD

Call Kurt at 877-493-0205 to
confirm July 2012 Advanced

Session class dates and times.

NEW!
GFRC

CLASSA Step-by-Step Guide to Fabricating
Three-Dimensional Concrete Projects

NOTICE OF FAILURE TO COMPLY

AST WEEK I WAS HONORED TO BE

SPEAKING IN SUNNY SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA, EXTOLLING THE

VIRTUES OF A “PROCESS

DEPENDENT” MANAGEMENT APPROACH TO A GREAT

CROWD OF ISFA MEMBERS AT COSENTINO’S

ANAHEIM DISTRIBUTION CENTER.    

In a conversation post-presentation, a sea-
soned management veteran remarked that
processes are fine, but counter-productive if
taken too far.

He was right and his comment instantly
reminded me of one of the largest management
mistakes I ever made (taking processes too far)
in responding to a personnel issue.

Looking back, it wasn’t “personnel” in gener-
al, but two persons in particular who were
ignoring our dress code…wearing camo shorts
and blue jeans to work instead of the required
brown Carhartts.

Instead of confronting the two offenders
directly with the dress code policies they had
agreed to follow, I instituted a whole new layer
of “processes” that were supposed to make it
easier for our managers to resolve the issue. 

The “NFC” Process (“Notice of Failure to
Comply”) required the managers to formally
document, notify, and report any deviations
from already established policies, with the 

punishment (or incentive?) being a pay reduc-
tion after the 3rd infraction.  

It was a complete disaster!
It made life miserable for my managers

because they became nitpicking policy police-
man, it insulted the 18 or 19 other employees

Aaron J. Crowley
Stone Industry Consultant

who were sincerely trying to follow our com-
pany protocols to begin with, and worst of all,
my dress code-deviators were still showing up
to work without their Carhartts on!

The NFC Process was destined to fail and it
taught me that inflexible processes and micro-
managing mandates (made even with the best
of intentions) will backfire, often letting the
offenders off scot-free while needlessly pun-
ishing those who are genuinely trying to follow
company policy.

I wish our politicians could learn that the
same is true with public policy.  

Obamacare immediately comes to mind.
Ensuring that 40 million uninsured citizens get
insurance is a lofty goal and well-intentioned,
I’m sure.  But is “mandating” its purchase and
then “punishing” those who fail to comply
really the best solution? Who is going to
enforce it, the IRS?

What about the TSA, FDA, and the EPA?
These agencies were created to implement
policies intended to fix very narrow and specif-
ic problems. But they have grown to become
massive and intrusive bureaus that now man-
date the behavior of the many (who are gener-
ally not causing the problem) through intimida-
tion, regulation, and excessive taxation.  

This begs the question, can political “man-
agers” separated by thousands of miles and

mind-numbing layers of bureaucracy really fix
our country’s problems?  

No! No more than my failed NFC process
could get a couple of slackers to follow a dress
code.

And if we truly value our liberty and the free-
dom we currently hold dear, we will take serious-
ly our responsibility to study the issues, question
the politicians, and vote on November 7.

Aaron J. Crowley is the founder and presi-
dent of FabricatorsFriend.com, the exclusive
promoter of Stone Sleeve fabricator sleeves
and Bullet Proof aprons. He is also the author
of Less Chaos More Cash. You can reach him
by email at Aaron@CrowleysGranite.com

Vote!
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BULLDOG IS AN
“UBER-MOTHER”

ORGET THE THREE LIT-
TLE PIGS HIDING FROM

THE BIG BAD WOLF.
THESE SIX LITTLE PIGS

HAVE FOUND A NEW FRIEND IN A MATER-
NAL FRENCH BULLDOG NAMED BABY.

The Lehnitz animal sanctuary out-
side Berlin said Baby took straight to
the wild boar piglets when they were
brought in, three days old and shiver-
ing from cold.

Sanctuary worker Norbert Damm
said that, as soon as the furry striped
piglets were brought in, Baby ran over
and started snuggling them and keep-
ing them warm, even though they’re
almost her size.

The 8-year-old bulldog has stayed right by
their side since then, making sure they’re OK,
Damm said.

“She thinks they’re her own babies,” Damm
said.

It isn’t the first time Baby’s taken to new
guests at the sanctuary — she’s also raised rac-
coons, cats and many other animals, Damm
said.

“She’s an uber-mother,” he said.
The piglets’ own mother was likely killed by

a hunter and the litter of three males and three
females was found abandoned in a forest.

At the time they were found they weighed in
at under a kilogram (two pounds) each but are
being bottle-fed at the sanctuary and are grow-
ing well, Damm said.

He said they can’t be released into the wild
because they have no fear of humans, but it
should be possible to set them free in a nature
reserve in about three months, once they can
feed themselves.

Wild boars are common in Germany, even in
big cities, and herds have been growing as
expanding commercial crops have provided
them with more food.

Recent estimates have put the boar population
at more than 10,000 in Berlin alone, where they
live in extensive wooded areas and often ven-
ture into backyards and sports fields, tearing up
turf to look for food.

I think one of the reasons why I’m a pet
owner is because of wanting to take care of and
nurture something that needs me. Most of my
pets are rescue animals who were either in
cruel environments or were orphaned. So, I can
completely relate to Baby the bulldog when she
wants to snuggle up with them, keep them warm
and treat them like her own babies.

Seeing these piglets shivering, and then auto-
matically taking them “under her wing” is a
maternal instinct that may be naturally built-in,
but being an “uber-mother” is something she
obviously takes very seriously.

It’s comforting to know that even though
these wild boar piglets are not even a part of
her species, she understands they are in need of
nurturing, so selflessly, she helps them. It’s like
she made a conscious decision that since they
were orphans, she would raise them as her
own. Isn’t that what being an adoptive mom is
all about, anyway?

Anne Tenna
Resident Pet Owner

DON’T THROW AWAY MY COMICS, MA!
HE BULK OF A MAN’S CHILDHOOD

COMIC BOOK COLLECTION THAT

INCLUDED MANY OF THE MOST

PRIZED ISSUES EVER PUBLISHED

HAS SOLD FOR ABOUT $3.5 MILLION.

Lon Allen, managing director of comics for
Dallas-based Heritage Auctions, says Billy
Wright’s 1939 copy of Detective Comics No. 27
that features the debut of Batman got the top bid
at the New York City auction. It sold for about
$523,000, including a buyer’s premium.

Action Comics No. 1, a 1938 issue featuring
the first appearance of Superman, sold for about
$299,000. And Batman No. 1 from 1940 sold
for about $275,000.

Wright died in 1994. Relatives found the 345
well-preserved comics he bought as a child
while cleaning out his wife’s Virginia home fol-
lowing her death last February.

Source: Heritage Auctions
http://www.ha.com

French bulldog named Baby, left, attends the feeding of
wild boar piglets by employee Norbert Damm at the
Lehnitz animal sanctuary outside Berlin, Germany,
Wednesday, Feb. 15, 2012. (AP Photo/Michael Sohn)

HEN WE LAUNCHED OUR NEW WEBSITE WWW.SLIPPERYROCKGAZETTE.NET,
WE HAD THE GOAL OF CREATING A WEBSITE THAT WOULD BE USEFUL TO

OUR READERS. TRAFFIC HAS EXCEEDED OUR EXPECTATIONS AND WE ARE

VERY GRATEFUL.

The Free Classified ads are certainly a big draw. You can post an ad to sell equipment that
is no longer needed, advertise for job openings, and even offer an entire stone shop for sale. If
you have not had a chance to visit, I urge you to do so; you might find exactly what you are
looking for.

In May (hopefully before you read this) we will launch another feature which is called
“Manufacturer’s Ads.”  We list a table of contents organized by type of tool or material and
you are able to click through to see small advertisements and web links from vendors that pro-
vide those types of products. Each ad will have a short paragraph about the company and links
to their website and to specific products. It is a great place to research stone and tile industry
products and companies. Over the next few months we will be able to roll out more features
that will enable manufacturers to interact more directly with our readers, so stop back often.

If there are features that you would like to see added to the site, please send me an email.

Hope you enjoy the read.

Rich Hassert

FROM THE PUBLISHER’S PEN

THE SLIPPERY ROCK WEBSITE
NOW OFFERS MANUFACTURER’S ADS

Email responses to:
publisher@slipperyrockgazette.net

RAXTON-BRAGG IS OFFERING

HIGH QUALITY SCORPION™

DIAMOND CONTOUR SAW BLADES

AT A PRICE THAT WON’T STING

CUSTOMERS.

The high-quality diamond coating allows for
smooth, close cutting with less time spent
grinding, Product Manager Steve Bussell said.
“This is a great blade. It compares to any con-
tour blade that is out there in quality. The price
is the bonus. We didn’t sacrifice quality.”

Designed for sink cutouts, the Scorpion™

blades produce a smooth cut with less chipping.
Diamond slots ensure easy and uninterrupted
passage through stone. 

“Some contour blades are segmented,”
Bussell said. “This is a continuous rim type. It’s
unique. It’s a great blade with a great price.”

For additional information on these products,
contact the sales reps at Braxton-Bragg. Call
toll free, 1-800-575-4401.

Braxton-Bragg offers a full range of fabrica-
tion tooling and installation accessories includ-
ing sinks, installation hardware, and every tool
and piece of equipment needed to run a profes-
sional stone, tile, and polished concrete shop. 

For more information about Braxton-Bragg
and its publications and products, contact them
toll-free at 800-575-4401 or visit the website
www.braxton-bragg.com for current sales and
new products.

SCORPION™ CONTOUR BLADES
PRODUCE A SMOOTH CUT WITH

LESS CHIPPING

Scorpion™ Diamond Contour Saw Blades give
you more bang for your buck when doing sink
cutouts. The high-quality diamond coating
allows for smooth, close cutting with less time
spent grinding.

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for these article and more

http://www.braxton-bragg.com/index.cfm/fuseaction/store7catalog.level/bc/0,6583,6741,10057/
http://www.braxton-bragg.com/index.cfm/fuseaction/store7catalog.level/bc/0,6583,6741,10057/
http://www.braxton-bragg.com/index.cfm/fuseaction/store7catalog.level/bc/0,6583,6741,10057/
http://www.braxton-bragg.com/index.cfm/fuseaction/store7catalog.level/bc/0,6583,6741,10057/
http://www.braxton-bragg.com/index.cfm/m/1
http://www.braxton-bragg.com/index.cfm/m/1
www.slipperyrockgazette.net
www.slipperyrockgazette.net


ILE DESIGNER AND MANUFACTUR-
ER, STONE & PEWTER ACCENTS,
HAS RECENTLY OPENED THE

DOORS OF A NEW WAREHOUSE

OPERATION IN VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA

TO FURTHER OPTIMIZE ITS PROGRAM OF MAIN-
TAINING STRONG REGIONAL INVENTORIES OF ITS

UNIQUE MATERIALS. 

With this warehouse in full operation, Stone
& Pewter Accents now has warehouse facilities
across North America in Southern California,
New Jersey, Central Florida and Vancouver.

“This is no longer a business where cus-
tomers order material and are resigned to wait
long periods of time,” stated Carl Steadly,
President and Founder of the firm. “Some of
our clients, even architects & designers, run an
extremely fast track and want materials much,
much sooner than later. In particular, they
demand a much quicker delivery time today

than in years past. We want to accommodate
them as best we can, and having conveniently
located regional warehouses is the optimal way
in which to do so. This way, we can get mate-
rials out to our clientele as expediently as pos-
sible.”

Steadly went on to state that his company has
plans to open another warehouse in Toronto,
Ontario, “during the second quarter of 2012.”

About Stone & Pewter Accents
Los Angeles-based Stone & Pewter Accents

designs and manufactures hand-made Ceramic,
Glass, Pewter, Stone & Wood tile. Styles range
from traditional to contemporary to avant-
garde. Discover design ideas, new launches
and product images by logging on to
StonePewterAccents.com. For more informa-
tion contact Stone & Pewter Accents at
info@StonePewterAccents.com or call 310-
257-1300.

STONE & PEWTER ACCENTS OPENS
VANCOUVER, B.C. WAREHOUSE
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800-575-4401

BETTER !   FASTER !   CHEAPER !

All Braxton-Bragg products carry a 30-day, risk-free, money
back guarantee. If you are not satisfied with your purchase,
simply return it for a prompt and courteous refund.

Flex LCP-1703-VR  
Planetary Polisher

The perfect machine for the 
perfect finish on concrete, 

granite and marble.

• 110 volt, 10 amp, GFCI protected
• Driver speed 1,100-3,400 RPM
• Rugged, reliable hand-operated 12˝ platform made of Duralumin, 

a hardened, anodized aluminum
• Belt driven design for quieter operation and less heat buildup
• Slurry Guard brush design for ease of movement on all surfaces
• Center water feed for wet applications can be shut off for efficient 

dry operation
• Uses 5˝ diamond polishing pads

Item # Description Everyday LOW Price
17781 Flex LCP-1703-VR Planetary Gear Driven, $1,895.95

3-Headed Polisher, Variable Speed

The Flex Planetary Polisher has a rugged, reliable hand-
operated 12˝ platform made of Duralumin, a hardened,
anodized aluminum. It delivers the perfect speed for high
performance grinding, honing and polishing of concrete,
granite and marble. The belt-driven design provides quieter
operation and less heat buildup.

The Slurry Guard™ brush design gives easy movement on all
surfaces, and the center water feed for wet applications
can be shut off for an efficient dry operation. 

NEW

LOW
PRICE

HE SLIPPERY ROCK GAZETTE

LAUNCHED NEW WEBSITE FEATURES

WITH THE MAY ISSUE THAT WILL PUT

THE BEST AVAILABLE STONE INDUS-
TRY INFORMATION AT THE FINGERTIPS OF ITS USERS.

“The next phase of our website improvements
is to provide a directory of high quality manu-
facturers of stone tools and materials,” said
Braxton-Bragg President Rich Hassert, publish-
er of the trade newspaper. “We're hoping this
directory can be a convenient resources to our
readers for when they are looking for tools or
ideas or just who makes what.”

The new features will also better leverage the
institutional knowledge contained in The
Slippery Rock Gazette, which has become the
most widely-read stone trade newspaper in the
United States. This monthly publication is
mailed directly to businesses and individuals
working in the stone and associated trades as
well as being available online.

“We will not only present the best available
products today, but there will be links from the
company’s information in the The Slippery
Rock Gazette back to the company homepage as
well as to other web pages that will provide
additional information,” Hassert said. “It will
hopefully be a one stop portal for researching
products, companies, and materials.”

As a continuing service to the stone industry,
The Slippery Rock Gazette offers both print and
online classified ad listings for used tile and
stone tools and equipment, help wanted
announcements, and business opportunity list-
ings. Online ads are free, however they must be
renewed each month, to keep the listings fresh.

“We've had so many people take advantage of
the free classified ads that we're working on a
new way to present them which will be more
user friendly and efficient,” Hassert said. “The
third thing is we're working to bring more and
more back issues of the The Slippery Rock
Gazette online and to make the content available
and searchable. That's an ongoing project.
When we are done we hope to have more useful
tools to provide more resources to our readers.”

The Slippery Rock website complements the
corporate Braxton-Bragg website, which is
designed for ease of use. There are more than
3,500 products listed on www.braxton-
bragg.com representing millions of dollars of
inventory. 94% of all items sold are in stock and
ready to ship the same day. The website informa-
tion will indicate whether an item is special
order and how long it will take to be shipped.

SLPPERYROCKGAZETTE.NET
UNVEILS NEW ONLINE FEATURES

The SRG website product and services directory
provides a one-stop portal for stone industry
products, companies, and materials  research.

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for the Flex Planetary Polisher Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for these articles and more

http://www.braxton-bragg.com/index.cfm/m/1/fuseaction/store7catalog.level/bc/0,9126,8581,9284/
http://www.braxton-bragg.com/index.cfm/m/1/fuseaction/store7catalog.level/bc/0,9126,8581,9284/
http://www.braxton-bragg.com/index.cfm/m/1/fuseaction/store7catalog.level/bc/0,9126,8581,9284/
http://www.braxton-bragg.com/index.cfm/m/1/fuseaction/store7catalog.level/bc/0,9126,8581,9284/
www.slipperyrockgazette.net
www.slipperyrockgazette.net
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Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Tenax enhancers and sealers Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for this advertiser and more

http://www.braxton-bragg.com/index.cfm/m/1/fuseaction/store7catalog.level/bc/0,8448,9951/
http://www.braxton-bragg.com/index.cfm/m/1/fuseaction/store7catalog.level/bc/0,8448,9951/
http://www.braxton-bragg.com/index.cfm/m/1/fuseaction/store7catalog.level/bc/0,8448,9951/
www.slipperyrockgazette.net
www.slipperyrockgazette.net
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TAKING BOBBLEHEADS TOO SERIOUSLY
OBBLEHEAD DOLLS OF THE MAN

WHO ASSASSINATED PRESIDENT

ABRAHAM LINCOLN HAVE BEEN

PULLED FROM SALE AT THE

GETTYSBURG NATIONAL MILITARY PARK VISITORS’
CENTER BOOKSTORE.

The dolls of John Wilkes Booth with a hand-
gun were removed from shelves, a day after a
reporter for Hanover, Pennsylvania’s The
Evening Sun newspaper asked about them, offi-
cials said.

“On rare occasions, there’s an item that might
cause concern, and obviously the bobbleheads
appeared to be doing that,” Gettysburg
Foundation spokeswoman Dru Anne Neil said.

The Booth dolls, featuring big heads attached
to the bodies by springs so they bobble, were
available for only about a week before the park
superintendent, the foundation president and the
bookstore manager decided they shouldn’t be
for sale, Neil said.

She declined to state the reason for the deci-
sion, and messages left for the park and the
company that operates the bookstore weren’t
immediately returned.

The Booth dolls, which are about 7 inches tall
and come in boxes that look like the inside of
the theater where Lincoln was killed, sell online
for about $20 each. They have proved to be pop-
ular, as more than 150 of the original run of 250

have been sold, and more are being made,
Kansas City, Missouri-based manufacturer
BobbleHead LLC said.

“There’s a market there,” sales manager Matt
Powers said. “We like to let the customer decide
if it’s a good item or not.”

Confederate sympathizer Booth shot and
killed Lincoln at Ford’s Theatre in Washington,
D.C. in April 1865, as the Civil War was ending.
He fled and was tracked into Virginia, where he
was killed.

Gettysburg, PA was the site of a July 1863
Civil War battle in which the Union Army
repelled a Confederate invasion of the North
under Gen. Robert E. Lee. The battle is often
considered the turning point of the war.

When you think about it, every good guy has a
bad guy to act as his nemesis. With most hero
action figures, there’s an opposing, anti-hero
figure to struggle against. With a Lincoln bob-
blehead doll (and the Ford Theatre box), it
almost feels like the John Wilkes Booth bobble-
head somehow makes it a complete set. Sure,
Booth is a reviled historical character, but
what’s the good of having a Sherlock Holmes
without a Professor James Moriarty? One gives
a certain historical value to the other.  

Rufus Leakin
Guru of Folklore

RAXTON-BRAGG WANTS STONE

FABRICATION SHOPS TO KNOW THAT

IT’S WHAT CUSTOMERS DON’T SEE

THAT CAN OFTEN MAKE THE SALE.

A new offering, the Seam Phantom® can help
fabricators create nearly invisible seams on
countertops and other projects, said Product
Manager Steve Bussell.

Seams are one of the little details that can
make or break customer satisfaction, Bussell
said. “One of the main concerns for an installer
is where the seam is going to be. It’s also a con-
cern for the customer. Some can be beautiful,
but if the seam is not tight and matched correct-
ly, it will take away from all the good work
you’ve done.”

Designed to fit onto angle grinder/polishers,
Seam Phantom® holds the polishing wheel at a
precise angle. When used with the supplied
guide rail, the in and out adjustment allows for
precisely dressed edges that can result in a near-
ly invisible seam. It can also be used to correct
out of square or rough saw cuts.

“This makes a nearly invisible seam,” Bussell
said. “You can’t get your fingernail in there. You
can’t get a piece of paper in, either. It’s beauti-

ful. A seam like that is a selling tool. Even the
smallest shops can perform seam work better
than people who have CNCs.”

For additional information on these products,
contact the sales reps at Braxton-Bragg. Call toll
free, 1-800-575-4401.

Braxton-Bragg offers a full range of fabrica-
tion tooling and installation accessories includ-
ing sinks, installation hardware, and every tool
and piece of equipment needed to run a profes-
sional stone, tile, and polished concrete shop.
For more information about Braxton-Bragg and
its publications and products, contact them toll-
free at 800-575-4401 or visit the website
www.braxton-bragg.com for current sales and
new products.

BRAXTON-BRAGG NOW OFFERING
THE SEAM PHANTOM® TOOLS

AND ACCESSORIES

CONFESSION IS GOOD FOR THE SOUL
COLORADO MAN WHOSE BIKE WAS

STOLEN SAYS HE BEARS NO

GRUDGES AGAINST A REMORSEFUL

PERSON WHO RETURNED IT WITH A

HANDWRITTEN NOTE OF APOLOGY THAT WAS

SIGNED “DRUNK.” 

Aspen resident Jay Maytin says he’s just
happy to be back on his Trek.

The Pitkin County Sheriff's Office says the

bike was left near the sheriff’s office and
police department with a note that said:
“Sorry. I stole this
bike. I rode it
home. Please give it
back — Drunk.”

Police tell the
Aspen Times
that there were
no witnesses.

TALK ABOUT UNDER-AGE LABOR
IKE MANY PEOPLE WHO GET SUM-
MONED TO JURY DUTY, JACOB

CLARK DIDN’T WANT TO GO. BUT

UNLIKE MOST PEOPLE, HE HAD A

LEGITIMATE EXCUSE: HE'S 9 YEARS OLD.

“I was like, ‘What’s a jury duty?’” Jacob
told the Cape Cod Times in response to his
summons to appear in Orleans District Court
in Massachusetts on April 18.

His grandmother told him it was a good
excuse to miss a day of school.

His dad called the jury commission office
to find out what happened. It turns out that
through a “clerical error” someone apparent-
ly had typed 1982 for the Yarmouth third-

grader’s birth year instead of 2002.
The mistake was quickly corrected.
Massachusetts Jury Commissioner Pamela

Wood says a child gets called for jury duty
once or twice a year.

Source: Cape Cod Times,
http://www.capecodonline.com

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for SKM products Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for these articles and more

http://www.braxton-bragg.com/index.cfm/m/1/fuseaction/store7catalog.level/bc/0,8459,8600,6765/
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STONE SLEEVE™
Fabricator’s Sleeve

800-575-4401 • www.braxton-bragg.com

The Original is STILL the best   !

• Soft rubber cuff that fits closely
around the wrist for a water-tight seal

• Water-proof, tough, military spec cordura nylon sleeve
with a built-in Velcro™ strap to keep it snugly in place

Available from

IAMI-BASED SURFACES, INC.,
ONE OF THE NATION'S PREMIER

PRODUCERS AND SUPPLIERS OF

GLASS TILE TO THE HOMES OF

AMERICA, RECENTLY FORGED AN AGREEMENT TO

MARKET A LINE OF GLASS MOSAICS IN CONJUNC-
TION WITH CRAYOLA, LLC, THE EASTON, PA.-
BASED BRAND KNOWN FOR ITS ICONIC ART TOOLS

THAT INSPIRE KIDS’ CREATIVE EXPRESSION, WHICH

HAS 99% NAME RECOGNITION IN US CONSUMER

HOUSEHOLDS.   

“Crayola is a wonderful, well-respected
American brand-name,” stated Paul J. Young,
CEO of Surfaces, Inc. “It’s a name associated
with beautiful colors, creativity… and of
course, with children. When one associates the
word ‘kids’ with ‘creative colors,’ it’s a safe bet
that the word ‘Crayola’ will pop up as well. So,
after some strong strategic planning we've
arrived at a licensing agreement with Crayola to
carry their name on this, our first of several
planned collections.

“Our partnership with Surfaces allows us to
bring Crayola colors into homes in a unique
way by bringing fun and creativity to kids’
spaces,” said Crayola Vice President of
Licensing Warren Schorr. “The colors are
vibrant and the shapes are playful and fun.”

The Crayola Glass Tile Collection has 60
individual SKU’s including 42 different solid
colors and 18 blends offered in 1˝ x 1˝ chips
mesh mounted in 12˝ x 12˝ size for easy instal-
lation. Colors reflect the brilliant hues that char-
acterize Crayola crayons, and include Fire
Engine Red, Taxi Cab Yellow, Deep Sea Blue,
North Pole White and more. 

Surfaces will be supporting retailers’ sales
efforts with a well thought-out ensemble of
Crayola glass tile merchandising materials
which, according to Young, “will evoke the
same Crayola packaging look that people know
and love… and, the same level of confidence
which the Crayola brand has evoked since day
one.” All of this series is stocked in the US
ready for timely distribution.

The new Crayola Collection from Surfaces,
Inc. was presented at Coverings 2012, April 17-
20 at the Orange County Convention Center in
Orlando, Florida.

About Surfaces  
Miami-based Surfaces is constantly creating

new products. The firm created the first iPhone

App for the tile industry. Additionally, Surfaces
created a brand new nationwide program at
Lowe’s to sell 100% recycled glass produced
with discarded automobile windshields.
Surfaces in the past has also successfully creat-
ed the exclusive Britto Glass Collection in part-
nership with world-renowned pop artist
Romero Britto, as well as backsplash kits under
the DIY Network brand. For more information,
please contact Nauro Rezende at Surfaces, Inc.
nrezende@surfaces.net 305-372-9787 or visit
the Surfaces website: www.surfaces.net.

About Crayola  
Crayola has provided children with colors to

share all that inspires them since the first box of
Crayola crayons were introduced in 1903.
Whether it's providing tools to put a purple
octopus on the moon, or enabling teachers to
bring arts-infused learning into the classroom,
Crayola is passionate about helping parents and
educators raise creative and inspired children.
For more information, visit the Crayola website
and join the Crayola community on Facebook.

A COLORFUL YOUTH MOVEMENT IN GLASS TILE, 
SURFACES INTRODUCES THE CRAYOLA® COLLECTION

MOTHER’S DAY QUOTE
“WHEN YOU ARE A MOTHER, YOU ARE NEVER REALLY ALONE

IN YOUR THOUGHTS.  A MOTHER ALWAYS HAS TO THINK
TWICE, ONCE FOR HERSELF AND ONCE FOR HER CHILD.”

— SOPHIA LOREN (1934-) ITALIAN ACTRESS

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone Sleeves Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for this article and more

https://www.braxton-bragg.com/index.cfm/m/1/fuseaction/store7catalog.level/bc/0,10111,8766,6779/
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SLAM DANCING
BANNED IN BOSTON

OLICE RECENTLY CITED A

BOSTON CITY CLUB FOR ALLOW-
ING VIOLENT MOSH PIT DANCING

AND VOWED A CRACKDOWN ON

WHAT THEY CALLED “DANGEROUS BEHAVIOR”
AND A “PUBLIC SAFETY HAZARD.”

The Boston Herald reports that police cited
the House of Blues for a license violation
because of a mosh pit that broke out during a
Feb. 21 show by Flogging Molly.

Police say 60 concertgoers engaged in slam
dance.

Police say the dance violated safety rules and
the club was cited because security did not
intervene. The club has agreed to put up signs
that say mosh pits are banned.

Brian Fair, vocalist for the Boston band
Shadows Fall, called the clampdown “ridicu-
lous.” Musicians say slam dancing is part of
the metal and hardcore culture.

Now, for those of you who are asking your-
self, “What is a mosh pit?” I’ll try to explain.
Moshing is a style of dance whose participants
push or slam into each other. It is mostly asso-
ciated with aggressive music genres, such as
hardcore punk and heavy metal. It is primari-
ly done to live music, although it can be done

to recorded music and is typically done in an
area in front of the stage which is referred to as
the mosh pit.

If you are one of the people who needed to
have this explained to you, you either don’t
have teenagers or have not been to a rock con-
cert in quite some time. I’m sure each genera-
tion has had its dancing risks. One wrong slip in
swing dancing could have painful outcomes.

In my heyday, headbanging and breakdanc-
ing was about as “dangerous” as it got. At least
with those, no one else seemed to be in harm’s
way other than the individual doing it.

While moshing is seen as a form of positive
feedback or expression of enjoyment, it has also
drawn criticism over its dangerous nature.
Injuries and a few deaths have been reported.
However, it is generally agreed that moshers
are not trying to harm one another, and that
they follow an unwritten “moshing etiquette.”

Apparently, you’re not supposed to run into
each other to where your skulls crack, but more
like a chest bump that some athletes have been
known to do with each other.

Unfortunately, in the density of a large crowd,
the momentum may be harder to control, and if
anyone falls, there’s the possibility of being
trampled. With high potential for disaster, sure-
ly prevention is better than another tragedy.

Carmen Ghia
Resident Former Rocker

IKARI” MEANS “BRIGHTNESS/
LIGHT” IN JAPANESE… AND

STONE & PEWTER ACCENTS’
STUNNING GLASS TILE LINE

REFLECTS ITS NAMESAKE.

This collection is a process of Stone &
Pewter Accents’ Old Fashioned Glass Tile –
the same brilliant colors, but with a sparkling,
shimmering laser-etched surface featuring one
of 127 distinctive designs.

Designer/Founder Carl Steadly’s inspirations
for the series are etched upon the glass in
unique and pleasing designs. These  include
Celtic designs, Japanese and other Asian pat-
terns (including ancient kimono prints),
Turkish and Mediterranean influences, and
patterns or textures that come from flora,
fauna, geometric and contemporary aesthetics.
The Hikari Glass Tile series is also available in

hexagonal shapes for a uniquely stylish instal-
lation. 

Hikari Glass Tiles can be used to design an
entire wall using our laser-etched glass… or as
accent tiles, perfect for showers or a kitchen
backsplash. The product comes in sixteen rich
colors, both in iridescent Pearl and frosted Silk
finishes.

About Stone & Pewter Accents
Los Angeles-based Stone & Pewter Accents

designs and manufactures hand-made Ceramic,
Glass, Pewter, Stone & Wood tile. Styles range
from traditional to contemporary to avant-
garde. Discover design ideas, new launches
and product images by logging on to
StonePewterAccents.com. For more informa-
tion contact Stone & Pewter Accents at
info@StonePewterAccents.com or call 310-
257-1300.

STONE & PEWTER ACCENTS
SHINES BRIGHT WITH HIKARI

GLASS TILE SERIES

ILE REDI®, WORLD-LEADING MAN-
UFACTURER AND MARKETER OF

PRE-FORMED, ONE-PIECE INNOVA-
TIVE TILE READY® SHOWER PROD-

UCTS, HAS APPOINTED JEFF STEVENS TO THE POSI-
TION OF REGIONAL SALES MANAGER.

In his new position, Stevens will establish and
manage sales in the hospitality, wholesale,
installer and retail sales channels for Tile
Redi®’s patented line of leak-proof, shower
pans and related items. He will be working out
of the company’s Coral Springs headquarters.

New to Tile Redi®, Stevens has worked as a
national sales representative within the stone
industry for many years, and also brings experi-
ence in the electronics industry to his new
employer, as well.

“I am looking to strengthen Tile Redi®’s num-
ber one position. This is a great firm and a great
opportunity for me. I am looking forwards to
using my experience in sales to bring in even
greater market shares,” said Stevens.

Tile Redi®’s patented and UL-listed shower
pans and other innovative tile-ready products
are manufactured as pre-formed, one-piece
shower modules. Complete with fully integrat-

ed drains, curbs and splash walls, each leak-
proof and mold free unit is pre-pitched for easy
drainage and immediately ready for tile. By
solving water intrusion problems, Tile Redi®

shower pans inhibit the growth of mold and
mildew. 

For more information, please contact: Tile
Redi®, 4450 NW 126th Avenue, Suite 101,
Coral Springs, FL, 33065, call 800-232-6156,
or go online at www.tileredi.com.

TILE REDI® APPOINTS
JEFF STEVENS AS REGIONAL

SALES MANAGER

Jeff Stevens has been appointed to the position
of Regional Sales Manager by Tile Redi® at
their Coral Springs, Florida, headquarters.
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OLLECTIONS OF PORCELAIN

TILE THAT LOOK LIKE WOOD

FLOORING HAVE ACHIEVED LIFTING

PORCELAIN FROM PURELY PRACTI-
CAL APPLICATIONS INTO THE REALM OF THE DEC-
ORATIVE AND STYLISH PRODUCTS. SPECIFICALLY,
THOSE EMBELLISHED WITH TEXTURED SURFACES

FOR AN ORGANIC AND NATURAL APPEARANCE.

Bringing a unique new energy and feel to this
trend is Traverwood:  the newest porcelain tile
series from Bellavita Tile. End-users are now
able to take advantage of its timeless appeal to
influence any environment in a chic, up-to-date

fashion. Traverwood is the newest product
offered to the industry which brings together
the natural appearance of wood flooring with
the durability and ease of maintenance of
porcelain tile. Furthermore, it is unique in that
its look is a hybrid, cross-between natural
travertine and wood.

The possibility for creativity with this prod-
uct line is unlimited. The warm and natural
wood textured surface look is stunning on its
own, or can be combined with different shades
for a unique installation.  The product line fea-

tures bullnose trim pieces, and also a decora-
tive mosaic blend for inspired creations. 

As water and stain-resistant porcelain,
Traverwood is an extremely versatile tile.
Suggested applications include flooring,
wall/backsplash, countertops and pools. Save
the latter, all installations are appropriate for
residential, commercial and industry environ-
ments, including pools and kitchens. The prod-
uct line is available in 4 formats: 24˝x24˝,
12˝x24˝, 12˝x12˝ and 2˝x2˝ mounted on
12˝x12˝ sheets. The series is available in three
colors that closely mimic the look and feel of
wood: Walnut, Oak and Almond. 

About Bellavita Tile
Bellavita Tile offers an amazing array of

glass, metal, ceramic and porcelain mosaic
tiles at price points that are consumer-friendly.
The company provides a full range of residen-
tial and commercial glazed and unglazed
porcelain tiles. All of the products are produced
in China using the most state-of-the-art tech-
nologies and innovative designs developed in
Europe. If you want more Bellavita Tile infor-
mation, email info@bellavitatile.com. Visit the
web at www.bellavitatile.com. 

BELLAVITA TILE OFFERS
TRAVERWOOD

The “Look” of Natural Wood; The Durability of Porcelain

OVERQUIK TILE, THE INNOVATIVE

NEW MANUFACTURER AND

IMPORTER OF REVOLUTIONARY

COST AND TIME-SAVING GLASS &
STONE TILE AND SETTING SYSTEMS, HAS

ANNOUNCED THAT MARK HAALAND, AN EXPERI-
ENCED SALES PROFESSIONAL WHO HAS LOGGED

IMPRESSIVE TIME WITHIN THE TILE & STONE SEC-
TORS, IS THE FIRM’S NEW NATIONAL SALES

MANAGER.

“Due to the market’s immediate acceptance
and grasp of CoverQUIK Tile’s new labor-sav-
ing, no-mess and overall cost-efficiency rela-
tive to glass and stone tile, we recognized the
need for a seasoned industry leader to spear-
head our continued sales growth. We believe
we made the right decision with Mark Haaland,
who will head up these efforts,” said Bill Reid,
Co-Founder/ Vice President, Sales. “His exten-
sive experience and success within the ceram-
ic, floor covering, kitchen & bath, national
account, distribution, builder and retail arenas,
in our estimation,  makes him the ideal choice
for our firm. His impressive career has clearly
demonstrated his capabilities as an innovator
and game changer, exactly what CoverQUIK
Tile is bringing to our industry.”  

Haaland stated, “I am extremely energized to
be an integral part of CoverQuik’s innovative
product offering and cutting-edge installation

technology. I look forward  to deliver addition-
al profit opportunities to all of our many cus-
tomers, and customers-to-be.”

For more information or inquiries on
CoverQUIK Tile, please log on to the compa-
ny’s informative web site located at 
www.coverquik.com, send an email to Bill
Reid, Co-Founder/Vice President, Sales, at
bill.reid@coverquik.com or call 407-973-
8763.

COVERQUIK TILE APPOINTS
MARK HAALAND AS NATIONAL

SALES MANAGER

Mark Haaland is CoverQUIK Tile’s new
National Sales Manager.

THE STONE FABRICATORS

ALLIANCE SECOND ANNUAL

MEGA WORKSHOP, THE BOARD

OF DIRECTORS ANNOUNCED A

FEW CHANGES.   

Matt Lansing of Stone Innovations, Plover,
WI, was named as successor to Dan Riccolo of
Morris Granite, Morris, IL, as the executive
director. Dan Riccolo remains an active mem-
ber of the board, spearheading many of the pro-
grams and workshops. 

Matt Lansing is a founding member of the
SFA and has been on the board of directors in
the past and held many positions in the not for
profit organization since the inception of the
SFA.

Michael Dean, of The Top Shop Inc., London,
Ontario and Jean Marie Schneider of Custom
Marble & Granite, Butler, PA, have both been
appointed to the board of directors of the SFA.
The duties of the board of directors includes
creating policy and guiding the international
organization to future growth through education

in the stone industry.  
In 2012, the SFA will have four hands-on

workshops at members’ shops. The first was
held March 7-9 at Ageless Stoneworks, Inc. in
Houston, TX. The next will be at Perfection
Connection, June 21-23 in Carson City, NV,
then at Custom Marble and Granite, August 15-
18 in Butler, PA, and the season finale will be in
the convention center in Nashville TN, October
10 - 12, 2012. 

For more information on the workshops, visit
http://www.sfaworkshops.com/

About SFA 
The Stone Fabricators Alliance (SFA) a non-

profit organization, governed and organized
solely by volunteers, and offers an online forum
and workshops around the country. The mission
of the SFA is to advance the stone industry
through education and continually raise the bar
for stone fabrication. To visit their website and
learn more about the SFA please log on at
www.StoneFabricatorsAlliance.com

STONE FABRICATORS ALLIANCE
ANNOUNCES SECOND ANNUAL

MEGA WORKSHOP
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ET EDGE, INC. WAS HONORED

TODAY BY MINNESOTA GOV. MARK

DAYTON, WHO PRESENTED THE ST.
MICHAEL, MN WATERJET MANU-

FACTURER WITH A 27TH ANNUAL GOVERNOR’S

INTERNATIONAL TRADE AWARD DURING A CERE-
MONY IN MINNEAPOLIS.    

Each year, Minnesota’s governor honors a
select group of Minnesota businesses that have
shown exceptional progress and success in
international trade by conferring the Governor’s
International Trade Award.  In addition to hon-
oring individual recipients, the award also rec-
ognizes the tremendous positive effect that
exports and trade have on the state’s economy
and job growth. 

Jet Edge Marketing Manager Nancy Lauseng
accepted the award from Gov. Dayton on Jet
Edge’s behalf.

“We are truly honored to be recognized by
Governor Dayton for our international business
efforts,” Lauseng said.  “During the past sever-
al years, Jet Edge has worked tirelessly to
increase our international sales and enter new
markets, including Asia, Eastern Europe and
the Middle East. We have benefitted tremen-
dously through our participation in Governor’s

trade missions to Japan, China and Israel, and
through the outstanding support of the
Minnesota Trade Office and U.S. Commercial
Service.”

Jet Edge has sales offices throughout the
United States and in Shanghai, China, as well as
distributors in Canada, Mexico, Europe,
Asia/Pacific, South America and the Middle

East/Africa. The company derives approximate-
ly 26% of its total revenue from international
sales and has seen three consecutive years of
growth in machine tool export sales. The water
jet manufacturer broke an all-time record month
for shipments in June 2011, including first-time
shipments to new export markets in China and
Poland.

Jet Edge’s recent international endeavors
include opening a sales, service and training
office in China, establishing an R&D partner-
ship with waterjet manufacturer Tecnocut
S.p.A. in Italy and establishing new export sales
for Jet Edge in Japan, China, South Korea,
Poland, Italy, and the Middle East. The compa-
ny also has established a rigorous training pro-
gram for all international distributors to ensure
they are equipped to provide optimum service
and support to Jet Edge’s overseas customers.

About Jet Edge  
Established in 1984, Jet Edge is a global

designer and manufacturer of waterjet systems
for precision cutting, surface preparation and
coating removal. Jet Edge systems are used
around the world in a broad range of industries,
from the world's leading airlines to automotive,
aerospace, industrial manufacturers, machine
and job shops. Jet Edge waterjet systems are
proudly made in the U.S.A. 

For more information about Jet Edge, visit
www.jetedge.com, e-mail sales@jetedge.com
or call 1-800-JET-EDGE (538-3343). Follow us
on Twitter @jetedge.

MINNESOTA GOVERNOR MARK DAYTON HONORS
WATERJET MANUFACTURER JET EDGE WITH
GOVERNOR’S INTERNATIONAL TRADE AWARD

Minnesota’s Governor Mark Dayton presents the  Governor’s International Trade Award to Jet
Edge Marketing Manager Nancy Lauseng.
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With the proper mechanical setup, the Value Vision system can make registration available to all
MultiCam Router operators. 

MULTICAM® VALUE VISION SYSTEM
MAKES ROUTER REGISTRATION

AFFORDABLE

OCUSING ON ECONOMY,
MULTICAM® INC. INTRO-
DUCES THE MANUAL VALUE

VISION SYSTEM FOR LOW-
VOLUME DIGITAL FINISHING WITHOUT THE

COST OF REGISTRATION EQUIPMENT

DESIGNED FOR MAJOR INDUSTRIAL USERS.     

The global CNC cutting machine man-
ufacturer created this innovative new
product offering to facilitate router regis-
tration without a camera.

“MultiCam continues to develop prod-
ucts that help customers maximize value
and production in their shops,” said
President and General Manager Kris
Hanchette. “We’re excited to offer this
high-value product at a low price.”

Value Vision prompts the operator to locate
at least the first two fiducials, using the laser
pointer. Then it extrapolates the position of the
remaining fiducials based on the orientation
and distances between the initial few. The
image of the cut file appears on the graphical
keypad before the operator starts the cutting
sequence.

With the proper mechanical setup, the Value
Vision system can make registration available
to all MultiCam Router operators. To learn
more about MultiCam’s CNC cutting solu-
tions, visit www.multicam.com, email
sales@multicam.com or call 972-929-4070.

About MultiCam
Since 1989, MultiCam Inc. has manufactured

thousands of CNC (computer numerical con-
trol) cutting solutions for various industries
around the world. The innovative company inte-
grates advanced technology and value in highly
productive systems that are easy to use and built
to last. 

MultiCam manufactures CNC router, laser,
plasma, waterjet and knife cutting machines at
its 135,000-square-foot facility in North Texas.
The global network of experts includes 70
MultiCam Technology Centers worldwide with
20 across North America. 

To learn more about MultiCam’s CNC cut-
ting solutions, visit www.multicam.com, email
sales@multicam.com or call 972-929-4070.

ILE REDI®, WORLD-LEADING MAR-
KETER OF PRE-FORMED, ONE-
PIECE, INNOVATIVE, TILE READY®

SHOWER PRODUCTS, HAS APPOINT-
ED RICK HOLLOWAY TO AN INSIDE SALES POSITION.

Holloway joins the company with thirty years
of sales experience in the commercial construc-
tion industry. He will be working out of the
company’s Coral Springs headquarters.

Holloway is excited to be joining Tile Redi®

because it offers him opportunities not found
elsewhere right now. “With a down economy
things are tough right now. Tile Redi®, however,
is going in the opposite direction. The chance
for growth here is immense and it is going to be
a good fit for me,” said Holloway. “My goal is
to be as successful as possible, and I have the
chance to do that here.”  

Holloway comes from a professional baseball
background, and the competitive nature that
brought him success in sports is helpful in sales.
“In athletics and sales, there is always competi-
tion,” said Holloway. “Hard work and determi-
nation breed results.” 

Tile Redi®’s patented and UL-listed shower
pans and other innovative tile-ready products
are manufactured as pre-formed, one-piece
shower modules. Offered complete with fully

integrated drains, curbs and splash walls, each
leak-proof and mold free unit is pre-pitched for
easy drainage and immediately ready for tile.
By solving water intrusion problems, Tile Redi®

shower pans help to inhibit the growth of mold
and mildew. 

For more information, please contact: Tile
Redi®, 4450 NW 126th Avenue, Suite 101,
Coral Springs, FL, 33065, call 800-232-6156,
or go online at www.tileredi.com.

TILE REDI® APPOINTS
RICK HOLLOWAY TO INSIDE

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

Rick Holloway has been appointed to an inside
sales position by Tile Redi® at their Coral
Springs, Florida, headquarters.

BRASIVE TECHNOLOGY IS

PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT

MARC POIRIER WILL NOW SERVE AS

THE COMPANY’S PRIMARY SALES

CONTACT FOR ALL STONE-RELATED BUSINESS. 

With 30 years of experience in the stone
trade, Poirier began his career with Abrasive
Technology 21 years ago, specializing in the
stone and lapidary markets, having developed
strong expertise in the latest industry technolo-
gy and applications. 

Most recently, he had broadened his scope to
include the industrial marketplace. With the
resurgence of the stone market, Poirier will
return his focus to servicing the sales and
application needs of stone customers. 

“I look forward to renewing business rela-
tionships with customers I’ve worked with in
the past; and am eager to learn about the stone
needs of new customers,” Poirier said. “My
expertise is in identifying applications where
AT’s capabilities can bring value; providing
training to sales teams; and offering technical
product support.” 

Poirier can be reached at 740-548-4100.

MARC POIRIER NAMED ABRASIVE
TECHNOLOGY CONTACT FOR
STONE-RELATED BUSINESS

Marc Poirier will now serve as Abrasive
Technology’s primary sales contact for all
stone-related business. 

The image of the cut file appears on the graphical key-
pad before the operator starts the cutting sequence.

QUOTE OF THE
MONTH

“IF YOU DO NOT HOPE, YOU
WILL NOT FIND WHAT IS
BEYOND YOUR HOPES.”

ST. CLEMENT OF
ALEXANDRA (C.150 - C. 215)
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Danny Catania of Miller Druck Specialty Contracting Co. in New York, NY, was awarded the 2011
MIA Natural Stone Craftsman of the Year Award. 

THE WISDOM OF LITTLE HAIRS

NE DAY, A LITTLE GIRL IS SITTING

PATIENTLY AND WATCHING HER

MOTHER DO THE DISHES AT THE

KITCHEN SINK. 

She suddenly notices that her mother has
several strands of white hair sticking out in
contrast to her brunette hair. She looks at her
mother and inquisitively asks, “Why are
some of your hairs white, momma?”

Her mother replied, “Well, every time that
you do something wrong and make me cry or
unhappy, one of my hairs turns white.”

The little girl thought about this revelation
for a while and then asked, “Momma, how
come all of grandma’s hairs are white?”

HE MARBLE INSTITUTE OF

AMERICA, INC. (MIA) IS PROUD TO

ANNOUNCE THAT DANNY CATANIA

OF MILLER DRUCK SPECIALTY

CONTRACTING CO. IN NEW YORK, NY, AS THE

2011 RECIPIENT OF THE MIA NATURAL STONE

CRAFTSMAN OF THE YEAR AWARD.

A six member panel of stone industry veter-
ans selected Catania from a pool of nominees
in a competition sponsored by the leading
industry supplier, Campolonghi Italia. The
award, a beautifully crafted and unique plaque,
was presented to Catania at the annual MIA
Awards Luncheon held during StonExpo/
Marmomacc Americas 2012.

Danny Catania began his career shortly after
graduating from college in 1978. Not sure what
he wanted to do, his uncle who happened to be
in the stone business, asked him if he wanted a
job. He began as a helper, then an apprentice
setter; but his capability and diversity of skills
soon advanced him to full mechanic and even-
tually to the top tradesperson. 

Barbara Cohen, president of Miller Druck
Specialty Contracting said, “Danny has worked
worldwide and is creative in solving every
installation detail; always able to adapt to the
local requirements and availability of tools and
equipment. 

“He thinks ahead to solve fabrication and
installation details for a long term solution. He
uses his vast experience to rig equipment safe-
ly, and gently handles marble and stone, and
always finds the most economical, practical
and appropriate detail to insure the integrity of
the architect’s design.”

When Miller Druck Specialty Contracting
Company was awarded the Canary Wharf
Project in London, it was intended that local
labor would be used. However, as the job
began, it became apparent that the skill for the
type of quality and precision demanded was
not available in the local market place. 

Danny traveled on a moment’s notice to
London where he became the master mechanic
and was known as the “stone king” for the
entire Canary Wharf Commercial Center. 

He immediately developed a rapport with all
the existing contractors, taught all their work-
ers how to properly set stone, guided them on
how to read the drawings, and ended up build-
ing a team of 200 workers to complete the
entire project. 

Danny stayed in London for over five years
and was cherished by the guys he taught and
led. Those workers, now stone trades people,
had acquired a trade for life because of Danny.

As he traveled to many different locales, he
always sought out the personal talent in each of
the workers whether it be as expert mechanic, a
helper, the forklift driver or the person to mix
the sand and cement. He treated each and every
one equally with respect, recognizing and
appreciating the contribution that each person
made to the team. 

“Danny has this amazing ability to get along
with everybody and to make them feel part of
his team, no matter where they come from
because he has the basic respect of talent,”
Cohen said. She continued, “Besides his
accomplishments, Danny is hardworking, sin-
cere, dedicated, honest, straightforward, witty,
clever and a kind human being.”  

When he is not working on natural stone
projects around the world, Danny enjoys play-
ing his guitar, which he inherited from his
grandfather.

The Marble Institute of America salutes Danny
Catania of Miller Druck Specialty Contracting
Co. for winning this prestigious award.

About the Marble Institute of America
For over 65 years the Marble Institute of

America (MIA) has been the world's leading
information resource and advocate for the nat-
ural dimension stone industry. MIA members
include marble, granite, limestone, sandstone,
and other natural stone producers and quarri-
ers, fabricators, installers, distributors, and
contractors around the world.

DANNY CATANIA OF MILLER DRUCK SPECIALTY CONTRACTING COMPANY
WINS THE 2011 MIA CRAFTSMAN OF THE YEAR AWARD

GOOD ADVICE OF THE MONTH
“I HAVE LEARNED, THAT IF ONE ADVANCES CONFIDENTLY
IN THE DIRECTION OF HIS DREAMS, AND ENDEAVORS TO
LIVE THE LIFE HE HAS IMAGINED, HE WILL MEET WITH A

SUCCESS UNEXPECTED IN COMMON HOURS.” 
— HENRY DAVID THOREAU (1817-1862) 

AMERICAN AUTHOR, POET, AND PHILOSOPHER
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Our Viper ® Turbo Blades deliver with performance, 
durability and cutting speed.

Viper® offers terrific value, providing the most 
“bang for your buck” on the market today.

This dry-cutting blade may be used wet.

•Consistent performance
•Durability
• Ideal for granite, marble, natural stone, engineered stone

Wet/Dry Cutting

SPECIAL OFFER
Buy 15 Viper® 5˝ Turbo Blades and
get a Makita® 5˝  Variable Speed

Industrial Grinder 

ABSOLUTELY FREE!

“Great blade for the price.”
– Gerald Vaughn, Tile Source

“Absolutely the best for the money!” 
– Frank Earls, Trinity Custom Stone

“Excellent quality and excellent price.”
– Kathi Upchurch, Castech, Inc.

B E T T E R ! FA S T E R ! C H E A P E R !
CALL 800-575-4401 Fax 800-915-5501 

YOU
SAVE

$16595

Q: What’s Better than 15 Viper® Turbo Blades?
A: 15 Vipers and a FREE Makita®!

Model # 9565CV

— Hurry —
Special Offer Ends

May 31, 2012

Item # Description Purchased Separately Special Offer
1023 (15) 5˝ x 5/8” Arbor Viper ® Turbo, Quad Holes,12,000 RPM $359.25 Included

9375 Makita® 5˝ Grinder, 9565CV $165.95 FREE

9378 Viper ® Turbo Blade/Makita® Grinder Package $525.20 $359.25

All Braxton-Bragg products carry a 30-day, risk-free, money
back guarantee. If you are not satisfied with your pur-
chase, simply return it for a prompt and courteous refund.
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B E T T E R ! FA S T E R ! C H E A P E R !
Call 800-575-4401 Fax 800-915-5501 

Be Their Favorite Contractor...

OFFER YOUR CUSTOMERS THE HIGHEST
QUALITY AND PREMIUM FEATURES AT AN

AFFORDABLE PRICE!

Vallé ™ 18 Gauge Stainless Steel Undermount Sink
Made of surgical grade 304 stainless steel

Item # 20208   Double Bowl Reverse Sink: 31-1/2˝ x 20-3/4˝
Bowl Depth: 7˝ (left) and 9˝ (right) 

Comparable Models: 
• Kohler K-3356 
• Blanco 513-618 
• Elkay ELUH3119R 
• Franke PRX120

  Item # Description Everyday LOW Price 
20208 Vallé™ Double Bowl Reverse 60/40 Sink, 31-1/2˝ x 20-3/4˝ $94.00

20254 Vallé™ Sink Grid for #20207 and #20208, Small Side $24.95

20255 Vallé™ Sink Grid for #20207 and #20208, Large Side $24.95

  Item # Description Everyday LOW Price 
20304 Vallé™ Cutting Board Insert for Sink #20207 and #20208, Small Side $24.95 

20305 Vallé™ Cutting Board Insert for Sink #20207 and #20208, Large Side $24.95

20353 Vallé™ Sink Basket for #20207 and #20208 $29.95

Braxton-Bragg is very excited to offer our customers one
more reason to buy fabrication supplies from only one
place! We have searched far and wide to find a superb
quality, superbly designed, durable and stylish sink. These
sinks could easily retail in a showroom for $250-$500.00.
However, our offering is priced so right that it can become
a true money-maker for fabricators! 

They’re Gonna Buy It Anyway
Don’t let your customer buy the sink from someone else
and bring it to you for installation–give your customers a
beautiful, cost-effective alternative with our high-end
Vallé sinks! 

Quality
You’ll be able to please the most demanding homeowner
with these quality sinks. Manufactured from heavy gauge,
premium 304 stainless steel, our Braxton-Bragg sinks are
remarkably resistant to stains and corrosion.

Design & Style
The stylish looks of our sinks compliment the latest trends
in modern kitchen design. The high luster satin finish and
superb craftsmanship will add long-lasting beauty to any
kitchen.

Practical
Give your customers the function and convenience of a
professional sink. The bowls in our sinks can accommo-
date large pots and pans without spill over. The undersides
are fully coated, and come with extra rubber padding for
superior sound deadening.

Durable
In our search for a suitable sink to offer our valued cus-
tomers, our main goal was to find a professionally manu-
factured, consistently high-quality product. Our stainless
steel sinks hold up to heavy use, look good in any new or
remodeled kitchen and are easy to maintain and clean.
What more could you ask for?

Item # 20255

Item # 20254

Item # 20304

™

Compare this Vallé™

designer sink to

Kohler K-3356 
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HE TILE DESIGN CRAFTSMEN AT

MEDITERRANEA HAVE LEVERAGED

21ST CENTURY TECHNOLOGY TO

CREATE THE BOARDWALK SERIES --
A PRODUCT THAT EVOKES THE CLASSIC SEASIDE

DESTINATIONS TO WHICH AMERICANS HAVE

ASPIRED FOR OVER 100 YEARS. 

Painstakingly designed to emulate the weath-
ered hardwood planks found in some of
America’s most unique architectural destina-
tions, Boardwalk features fully rectified tiles in
a full 48˝ length – a size never before manufac-
tured in the USA, offering amazing graphics
and limitless design possibilities.

Ever since the construction of the famous
promenade in Atlantic City in 1870, the
Boardwalk has a time-honored place in
American lore as an exclusive seaside destina-
tion. Mediterranea honors this tradition in four
classic colors, named after America’s most dis-
tinctive Boardwalks – Atlantic City (Ash),
Coney Island (Walnut), Myrtle Beach
(Whitewash) and Venice Beach (Amber).  

Using its exclusive Dynamic HD Imaging™

technology, Mediterranea takes ink-jet design
to an entirely new level in the Boardwalk series
– bringing the charm of these unique destina-
tions to life for the first time in a manufactured
and fully rectified product. Boardwalk is
offered in 8˝ x 48˝ and 6˝ x 24˝ sizes, complete
with 3˝ x 24˝ bullnose trim pieces.

Mediterranea’s Boardwalk collection per-
fectly evokes the unique spirit of America’s
exclusive seaside resorts, premium residences
and commercial destinations. Take a walk on
Boardwalk — manufactured exclusively by
Mediterranea.

For over a decade, Mediterranea, Italian-
based developers and craftsmen have been
designing and producing tile in collaboration
with the world’s top factories in Italy, Spain,
Brazil, Turkey, Argentina and the United
States. 

Mediterranea has the unrivaled ability to
match its unique products with the right manu-
facturer, surpassing its competition with state-
of-the-art technology, competitive pricing and
outstanding U.S.-based customer service. 

Contact Mediterranea/Architectural Imports,
3501 NW 115th Avenue, Doral, FL 33178. Call
305-718-5091, fax 305-718-5099, email
info@mediterreanea-usa.com, or visit the web
for more details www.mediterranea-usa.com.

MEDITERRANEA INTRODUCES THE
BOARDWALK SERIES

FEMALE DACHSHUND MIX “BEYONCE”
MAY BE THE WORLD’S SMALLEST DOG

PUPPY NAMED AFTER ONE OF THE

WORLD’S BIGGEST POP STARS

COULD SET THE WORLD’S RECORD

FOR TINIEST DOG.

Animal rescuers in Northern California say
the female Dachshund mix, named Beyonce,
was so small at birth that she could fit into a
spoon. At two weeks, she’s about the size of
a business card.

The Grace Foundation, based in El Dorado
County, says animal control picked up
Beyonce’s pregnant mother, and she gave
birth to a litter of five on March 8.

Beyonce was the last one delivered, and
was born without a heartbeat. Veterinarians
managed to revive her through chest com-
pressions and mouth-to-mouth resuscitation.

The foundation says she’ll be ready for

adoption in about two weeks.
Meanwhile, it has submitted an application

to Guinness World Records for world’s
smallest dog.

This March 10, 2012 photo provided by El
Dorado DOG Photography shows a female
Dachshund mix named Beyonce on top of
an iPhone in El Dorado Hills, Calif.

HEINSCHMIDT TILE &
MARBLE (RTM), FAMILY-OWNED,
NATIONAL COMMERCIAL FLOORING

CONTRACTOR SPECIALIZING IN

SHOPPING CENTERS, AIRPORTS, CASINOS AND

RETAIL STORES, WAS RECENTLY NAMED A FIVE-
STAR CONTRACTOR BY THE NATIONAL TILE

CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION.

The Five-Star Contractor status was created
by the NTCA as a way to recognize and reward
companies with a proven history of excellence
in the trade. “This is a great honor for us,” said
Larry Rheinschmidt Jr., President of RTM. “To
be recognized for all of our hard work is clear-
ly a great feeling.”

To be considered, and ultimately awarded
such status by the NTCA, a company must
receive excellent recommendations from cus-
tomers, suppliers and peers. Additionally, RTM
has continually demonstrated its commitment
to continuing education, training and safety
programs, all of which are essential in the eyes
of the board of directors for any contractor to be
considered Five-Star. Firms who take part in
educational seminars and are active members in
the NTCA, such as RTM, prove their commit-

ment to adhere by the highest standards, and
this is reflected in their work.

“We are delighted that RTM is now listed as
one of our Five-Star Contractors,” exclaimed
Bart Bettiga, Executive Director of the National
Tile Contractors Association. “The firm does
professional, first-class work and is comprised
of professional, first-class people… most of
whom I’ve known for years.”

RHEINSCHMIDT TILE & MARBLE
NAMED FIVE-STAR CONTRACTOR

BY NTCA

Larry Rheinschmidt Jr., President of RTM
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GREAT-GREAT GRANDMOTHER SOARS
101-YEAR-OLD UTAH WOMAN

WHO USHERED IN HER BIRTHDAY

WITH A TANDEM PARAGLIDE RIDE

LAST YEAR SOARED INTO THE

RECORD BOOKS.  

Great-great grandmother Mary Hardison,
of Ogden, has been officially recognized as
the “Oldest Female to Paraglide Tandem” by
Guinness World Records. She has supplanted
a 100-year-old woman from Cyprus, Utah
who took her flight in 2007.

Hardison flew with an instructor on Sept.
1, 2011, while four generations of her family
watched and cheered. The flight went
smoothly and even included a few tricks that
Hardison encouraged.

Hardison said she wanted to paraglide
because her 75-year-old son began doing it as
a hobby.

“I didn’t want him to get too far ahead of
me, so I decided that I’d go too,” she said.

Fear never entered the equation for
Hardison, who previously rode all of the
adult rides at Disneyland to celebrate her
90th birthday.

Hardison said she was shocked to learn her
flight had become a world record.

“To me, I was just going on a little ride,”
she said. “I had no idea I’d break a record.”

Hardison said her active lifestyle has
already inspired other seniors to pursue sim-
ilar adventures.

“Some people have said, ‘Well, if you can
do that at your age then there’s no need for
me to just sit around,’” she said. “My desire
is for the elderly to keep on going. Do things
as long as you are physically able. Be posi-
tive. Friends don’t like a grumpy person.”

When Hardison decided to take the birth-
day leap, family members were concerned
for her safety. After all, it was her first flight
and she was the oldest customer the paraglid-
ing company had ever taken into the air.

“My first reaction was she was nuts,” said
daughter-in-law Bonnie Hardison. “But
everyone is just so excited and thinks this
record is great.”

As for any future flights, Mary Hardison,
who spends her days quilting for charities, is
just playing it by ear.

“If the notion strikes, I’ll go again,” she
said.
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GAME-CHANGER
Taking Your Team Where Few Have Tred

ULL DISCLOSURE, HERE: I DON’T

LIKE TO WORK HARD FOR THE SAKE

OF HARD WORK, ESPECIALLY WHEN IT

INVOLVES DOING THE SAME THING

OVER AND OVER (AKA MY DEFINITION OF INSANITY!). 

Accordingly, when it comes to my client
work and even administrative activities within
my business, I am constantly on the lookout for
game-changers. 

Game-Changer: (noun)   Something that rad-
ically changes a situation. 

Technology is full of game-changers. Look at
what the PC was to the typewriter. Or the CD to
LP records, and then the MP3 to CDs. All are
game-changers that have radically changed the
rules to the game.

The question that comes to mind, then, is what
is the game-changer for your business? As busi-
ness owners, we are always keen for the next new
tool or gadget that increases productivity or
reduces cost. But how often do we look for the
game-changers that exist within our business
right now? I contend there is a game-changer
lurking in your business that most of you have
not fully recognized or leveraged. It lies with
your team.

I observe many teams in action and I am con-
tinually amazed at the raw potential that lay un-
tapped because most companies are infected with

SOS (shiny object syndrome). With SOS, compa-
nies continue to invest in the latest tools,
machines, and whizbangs to increase profitability,
all the while ignoring the proverbial, low-hanging
fruit right in front of them—the performance of
the team. The real irony here is most new technol-
ogy fails to deliver because of the team. Don’t get
me wrong, here. Good tools for the business are
important; however, they often come at the cost
of ignoring the opportunities with the team.

Now, before you question too harshly the effec-
tiveness of yours, let me also be clear that the per-
formance of the team is directly attributed to the
effectiveness of the team’s leader. The results the
teams are achieving–good, bad or indifferent–are
symptomatic of the leadership, not solely the
team. Ultimately, to leverage the potential of the
team it requires a healthy introspection by the

leader in terms of what they are, or are not doing
to challenge for higher performance, and then
doing something about it. In reality, it is not easy,
hence why the shiny-object-syndrome is more
often the path of least resistance. 

While the scenarios we encounter are widely
diverse, there are repeated themes in leadership
and teams. Following are some of the common
symptoms of team performance in organizations,
along with their underlying root causes:

Type 1 – “Fails the bus test”: Symptoms
include high turnover and repeated quality and
delivery problems. When asked, “How does
your role support the mission?” the employees
frequently answer, “What mission?” Root
cause: Command-and-control micro-managing
leadership.

Type 2 – “Unguided missiles”: Symptoms
include departments operating in silos. Turf
wars and infighting among personalities are the
norm. Performance is capable, yet unpre-
dictable. Root cause – Overly passive/checked-
out leadership.

Type 3 – “Contenders”: Symptoms include
high frustration by top performers doing the
majority of the work while underperformance by
others is perpetually tolerated. Little accountabil-
ity among each other, and time is wasted through
repeated triangulated conversations. Root cause:
Leadership has a Messiah complex; they think

they can save anyone. 
Type 4 – “Game-Changers”: Symptoms

include open and honest team conversations
about their performance and who needs help,
exhibits true collaboration (willingness to give up
turf for the sake of the objective), and assumes
team responsibility for helping those who are
struggling while willing to call it out. Root cause
– Leader has struck a balance between challeng-
ing the team for best performance while expect-
ing no less than shared ownership for each other’s
contribution.

While the remedies for the first three categories
are different for each, the common thread is mak-
ing the investment in your team a strategic priori-
ty. It begins with ensuring the right people are “on
the bus” (right people as in hiring for fit rather
than just skills), and then providing them the lead-
ership that challenges the team to operate at a
game-changing level. This, my friends, is the true
game-changer for your business, and in the long
run, will produce as high a return as that fancy
new whizbang you eyed at the last trade show.

Rick P. Thomas is President of Activate
Leadership, a leadership development consultan-
cy in Washington State. He consults and speaks to
organizations across the country, focusing on
individual and organizational achievement.

Richard Pierce Thomas
Leadership and Small Business Consultant
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COLORADO YULE RISES AGAIN

NE OF AMERICA’S MOST FAMOUS

WHITE MARBLE QUARRIES IS BACK

IN OPERATION. YULE MARBLE IS

YET AGAIN BEING PRODUCED FOR

WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTION THROUGH A UNIQUE

PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN COLORADO STONE

QUARRIES, INC. AND R.E.D. GRANITI QUARRIES

OF MASSA, ITALY.       

Discovered in 1873, the distinct white marble
is quarried in an underground quarry 9,300 feet
high in the Rocky Mountains above Marble,
Colorado.

Yule Marble is considered to be one of the
most pure of all white marbles, with 99.5%
pure calcium carbonate that gives it a smooth
texture and homogenous look. It was these spe-
cial characteristics that made it a perfect choice
for the Lincoln Memorial, and the Tomb of the
Unknowns in Arlington National Cemetery. In
addition, countless State Capital projects and
County Courthouses around the country have
utilized the unique qualities of Colorado Yule
Marble.

In 2004, Quebec-based Polycor, Inc. pur-
chased the Colorado Yule Quarry, adding to the
2003 acquisition of Georgia Marble. This part-
nership became a dominant force for marble
production in North America until the closing
of the Yule quarry in 2010 due to the prolonged
economic crisis affecting the housing and con-
struction industries.

For many years during the Polycor owner-
ship, one of the primary European customers
was Enrico Locati Luciani of Italy. When
Polycor decided to close the quarry, Mr.
Luciani went to work using his extensive list of
contacts and relationships with Italian produc-
ers to find a partner to reopen the quarry. In
October of 2010, Mr. Luciani formed Colorado
Stone Quarries, Inc. and named Kimberley
Perrin Vice President.

Ms. Perrin has been a key figure in the oper-
ations of the Yule Quarry since former owner
Rex Loesby bought it in 1999. Kimberley was
even Underground Certified to run one of the
saws in the quarry to help produce a large order
for markers for the Veterans Administration.
With operations resumed in 2010, it was time
to bring in a strong partner to add sufficient
technical and financial capital to bring the
quarry back to full production.

Thus, entered R.E.D. Graniti, the largest
quarry operator in the world. Based out of
Massa, Italy, R.E.D. Graniti bought a control-
ling interest in November 2011 in the Colorado
Yule Quarry with the remaining 40% share
owned by Mr. Luciani and the Colorado Stone
Quarries group. With this added support,
Colorado Stone Quarries, Inc. is now ready to
expand both marketing and quarry operations.

Delivered last week, a newly purchased,
remote controlled Fantini chain saw arrived at
the quarry with plans to open a new face of the
quarry this summer above portal #3. 

Combined with existing equipment and per-
sonnel, plans are to double production within a
year. According to Ms. Perrin, they have been
producing at 100% and cannot keep up with
demand. Even though the domestic demand is
relatively soft, the export demand is huge and
will continue to grow. Due to the reduction of
quality Italian marbles, combined with the cur-
rent design trend of “All Things White,” the
additional Fantini saw has come at a good time,
says Ms. Perrin.

Colorado Stone Quarries, Inc. has made sig-
nificant investments in this historic quarry and
is now poised to capitalize on both the export
demand of this beautiful fine grained marble,
and is preparing for a certain rebound in the
North American market. The unique character-

istics of this fine grained marble make it suit-
able for not only monument projects, but also
as exterior cladding projects, as well as for
beautiful decorative surfaces.

It seems that this quarry may just have a life
of its own. For nearly 140 years, the fine mar-
ble extracted from Treasure Mountain finds a
way to markets around the world. This site has
seen its share of boom and bust times. It’s hard
to imagine, but there was a time when forty
gang saws were cutting slabs of Colorado Yule
for a thirsty domestic market. The Colorado
Yule Quarry has seen many swings in demand
and has also seen its share of idle years.

Those boom days may be only a distant
memory, but if the quality and color of Italian
marble continues to decline, this may likely be

the beginning of a new renaissance for
Colorado Yule Quarries, Inc. For more infor-
mation, contact Kimberley Perrin at 970-704-
9002.

For an interesting and detailed history of the
quarry, please reference the Wikipedia.org site
at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yule_Marble.
The article offers extensive detail on the unique
geology and characteristics of Yule Marble and
its complete history.

Torin Dixon celebrated his 35th year in the
dimensional stone industry in March 2012 and
is a consultant on natural stone importing and
stone care products. He may be reached at
info@stonecareonline.org.

Torin Dixon
Special Correspondent

Photos courtesy 
Colorado Stone Quarries
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THIS LITTLE PIGGY STAYED HOME
UESTS AT A HOTEL NEAR

HONOLULU’S AIRPORT FOUND A

SUCKLING PIG IN THE LOBBY, BUT,
FORTUNATELY, IT WASN’T ON THE

MENU OF THE LUAU.

They called the Hawaiian Humane Society
that week, when a 5-week-old female pig
was found running around the lobby. It was
unclear how the piglet ended up there.

Humane society spokeswoman Tasha
Tanimoto says the pig is healthy and has been

named Pukalani. She will be available for
adoption once she’s a little older. Tanimoto
says the piglet is being bottle-fed by one of
their volunteers.

Humane society officials aren’t sure of the
pig’s breed, but a veterinarian suspects she
will grow to be quite large.

Pukalani has been getting attention on the
humane society’s Facebook page, where a
duck is also advertised for adoption. So,
who’s game for take-out?

ODERN GLASS TILE COLLEC-
TIONS HAVE MANY WAYS OF MAK-
ING A UNIQUE DESIGN STATE-
MENT, AND BELLAVITA TILE

REDEFINES THE ART OF SUBTLE STYLE WITH THE

NEW SERIES, “CASCADES.” AVAILABLE FOR USE

INDOORS OR OUT, THE LINE IS SUITABLE FOR ALL

WALL APPLICATIONS AND IS EXTREMELY VERSATILE.

Cascades is both highly frost and chemical
resistant, therefore available to be used any-
where from residential kitchens, to commercial
pools. 

Coming in two modular sizes, 2˝ x 8˝ and 4˝
x 16˝, with 1/8˝ grout joint, the Cascades line is
recommended to be installed using a thin-set
latex or polymer. It is suitable for all wall appli-
cations, including columns when used vertical-
ly, interior and exterior applications and for
both wet and dry applications. Because of the
fine nature of the glass tile, 2mm of non-sand-
ed grout is recommended. The tiles are also
easily cleaned, requiring only a bit of warm
water on a damp sponge.

The Cascades line is available in nine differ-
ent colors: Winter Lake, Tidal Wave,
Shimmering Lime, Silvery Ice, Surf Green,
Sandy Beige, Ocean Spray, Ice Mist and
Alpine Spring. “The colors are soft and have a

warm feel to them,” said Mike Ward, U.S. Sale
Manager for Bellavita Tile.

About Bellavita Tile
Bellavita Tile offers an amazing array of

glass, metal, ceramic and porcelain mosaic
tiles at price points that are consumer-friendly.
The company provides a full range of residen-
tial and commercial glazed and unglazed
porcelain tiles. All of the products are produced
in China using the most state-of-the-art tech-
nologies and innovative designs developed in
Europe. If you want more Bellavita Tile infor-
mation, email info@bellavitatile.com. Visit the
web: www.bellavitatile.com. 

BELLAVITA TILE UNVEILS
CASCADES TO THE MARKETPLACE

AND THE OSKAR GOES TO...
EW WOULD CONFUSE THE GLITZ OF

THE ACADEMY AWARDS WITH A

CEREMONY HELD BY A FOLK ARTS

SOCIETY IN POLAND, BUT

HOLLYWOOD DOESN’T WANT ANYONE ELSE

HANDING OUT OSCARS. 

So the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences is demanding that Poland’s
Association of Folk Artists stop giving out
what it calls the “People’s Oskar.”

Waldemar Majcher of the Association of
Folk Artists said the dispute is the result a
misunderstanding. But he also questioned
Hollywood’s demand.

Majcher said the “People’s Oskar,” was
named after Oskar Kolberg, a 19th-century
Polish ethnographer who wrote some 10,000
Polish folk songs. Still remembered and
respected in Poland, Kolberg died in 1890.

In its 10-year history, the “People’s Oskar”
— a metal plaque with an engraved image of
Jesus — has been awarded to individual
artists, museums, folk festivals and even a
bread fair.

Last week, Majcher said, he received a let-
ter from Polish lawyers representing the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences, protesting the use of the name
“Oscar” in its Polish spelling “Oskar.”

The letter from Wardynski and Partners —

which Majcher read to The Associated Press
— demands the Association of Folk Artists
stop using that name and said the academy
had obtained protection of the “Oscar” trade-
mark in Poland in a law adopted in 2000.

The letter said the “verbal trademark Oscar
... is inseparably associated with the
Academy Awards.”

“The letter gave us a scare, but we are
receiving plenty of encouragement from peo-
ple,” Majcher said, adding that in some ways
members of his association are impressed
that “such a big institution got interested in
our modest project.”

He said a team of lawyers is preparing a
response defending the use of the name
People’s Oskar.
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WWW.FIXMYSAW.COM

CALL 423-506-6988 OR EMAIL DOUG@FIXMYSAW.COM

WWW.FIXMYSAW.COM

CALL 423-506-6988 OR EMAIL DOUG@FIXMYSAW.COM

• ON SITE TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIR

• NEW AND RELOCATION INSTALLATION

• COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP FOR PART MANUFACTURE

• VIDEO SAW AND MACHINE INSPECTIONS AVAILABLE

INVESTIGATE USED EQUIPMENT BEFORE YOU BUY!

• 15 YEARS AS A TROUBLESHOOTING, FIELD REPAIR TECHNICIAN

ON SITE REPAIR TO
CONTINENTAL US

Stone Forensics
Consultants in Natural Stone
740 Nelda Ave
Palm Bay, FL 32907

S t o n e  F o r e n s i c s . c o m
INSPECTIONS  -  CONSULTATION  -  EXPERT WITNESS

Stone Forensics is comprised of engineers, scien-
tists, and geologists with an expertise in natural
stone installations and failures relating to natural
stone installations. Services range from specifying
consultation to providing expert witness testimony.

FOR MORE

INFORMATION,
CONTACT:

321-514-6845  | WWW.STONEFORENSICS.COM

ADS NOT MEETING GUIDELINES WILL NOT BE
PUBLISHED. 

•$30.00 per print ad, per month. Ads
may be renewed by contacting the
Slippery Rock Gazette. Free ads online!
•Maximum of 70 words or less per ad
•Payment must be made at the time ad is
submitted. Credit or Debit Card only. A
Credit Authorization Form is available
by fax, or download a PDF from the
Slippery Rock website.

•All faxed ads must be typed–No hand
written ads–No exceptions. 
•Please review all your ad info before
submitting– NO refunds will be given
for ads that are submitted with the
wrong contact info or content and then
published.
•Best way to submit an ad is by going
online at www.slipperyrockgazette.net
for a free ad, or use the online form for
a print ad, then fax payment to 800-915-
5501, (Attn: Stacie Wingo).

2012 CLASSIFIED AD DEADLINES

CLASSIFIED AD GUIDELINES

ISSUE AD SUBMISSION DEADLINE

JUNE 2012 TUESDAY, MAY 1, 2012

JULY 2012 TUESDAY, JUNE 5, 2012

AUGUST 2012 TUESDAY, JULY 3, 2012

For Sale

FOR SALE: Sink Cutout / Edging
Machine. 6´x10´ Manual and/or CNC
both under $10,000.00. $99 per week
w/ lease. New & used granite equip-
ment. Hydraulic tilt tables, 12 ft. x 12 ft.
bridge saws, sink machines & profilers.
Will ship & install if necessary. Call
with your needs 813-476-5386, 813-
634-3984 or email zpilotz@yahoo.com

_____________ 

FOR SALE: CMG Taurus Inline
Edger Profiler: Brand new, only 18
months old       . Robust for heavy, fast edg-
ing. Showroom condition & currently
in operation. Low hours- less than 25.
208 3-phase w/ transformer. New
$160,000, selling for $75,000 OBO.
You pick up. Call 410-829-2352 or
email mike@segergranite.com

_____________

FOR SALE: Granite Shop closed
and everything must go! Great heavy-
duty bridge saw, older 6,000 lb. Clark
forklift, boom, clamp, fab. stand, A-
frames, routers, hand tools, transport
rack, 14 ft. open trailer, all display cab-
inets from showroom with granite tops,
plus stone display racks, and much
more! Will sacrifice for $45,000. Call
314-683-5436 for pictures and more
details. Want to sell as package but
would consider selling saw separately.

_____________

FOR SALE: Single Phase to 3 Phase
Converters- 2 units used for 1 yr to
power computer controlled straight line
polisher & bridge saw. Purchased new
for $2,000 each, asking $1,200 each;
Phase-A-Matic motor generator for
non-computer controlled equipment,
$500. Email atxgraniteco@gmail.com

_____________

FOR SALE: Sink Devil aka
Scorpion- Used 1 yr & then bought
CNC. Manual undermount sink cutout
& polishing machine that can complete
K2210 in 35 minutes to full polish.
Uses templates & comes w/ K2210
template & set of bits & pads. 220V
single phase, bought new for $14,000,
asking $9,000 OBO. Send an email to
atxgraniteco@gmail.com

_____________ 

DEMO & CLOSEOUT
TOOLS & EQUIPMENT

Premium diamond tooling and equipment at 
rock-bottom prices–Limited Quantities!

Call 800-575-4401 or visit Close OUTS page at
www.braxton-bragg.com

•Refurbished Flex LW1503 Polishers (13) $99  •Zenesis I 12-14 & 20˝ blades,

18mm seg. Ltd. availability  •4˝ Blackbird Cupwheels, Snail Lock, Asst. Grits $59   

•14˝ Diamant-D Demo Titanium and 16˝ Vx3 Blade, $150  • 5˝ Pearl Super Dry

Turbo Blades, $50.00  • 4˝ & 4-1/2˝ Viper Turbo Blades, no Quad Holes, $10.48 &

$10.98  •Abaco Self Locking Slab Trolley,  $357.95 • Terminator Incremental

Cutting Tip Mandrel 1/2 Gas, $14 • Groves Locking Wheels 8˝ (4) $25

• Lavina 32 Pro Floor Machine w/only 15 hrs use, $15,000 w/full warranty

Help Wanted

Position available for Working/
hands-on Shop Foreman in busy fab-
rication shop near Austin, Texas.
Submit resume and include experience
in the stone industry, machine capabili-
ties, machine maintenance and trouble
shooting/repair and quality of persons
managed, quality of and square footage
out the door and call back quality.
Please be specific. Send an email to
atxgraniteco@gmail.com

Business Opportunities

Great business opportunity for you!
10 years in business! Turn key opera-
tion. Includes machinery-Matrix Bridge
Saw, Denver-Quota 04 CNC, forklift,
compressors, vacuum lift, overhead
crane, water filter press, digitizer, soft-
ware, hand tools and gifts. 8254 SF
showroom, office and work shop;
13746 SF yard space/ $198K nego-
tiable. Real estate to lease or to buy.
Located on South Shore of Boston MA,
East Hollywood area. Go on
WePayBetterInterest.com or Call Perry
at 617-817-8161.

_____________

FOR SALE: Used Steinex “C”
Frame, Stone Splitter; Igloo Model
480 x 450, 132 ton splitting force, 18.9˝
blade length, & 17.72˝ blade height.
Guillotine requires 480/3 phase power
supply. Asking $42,600, call Dana at
518-499-0602 or André at 518-260-
2158.

_____________

FOR SALE: 2003 SB Sprinter 99
Single Head Italian Bullnose
Machine, bevel, miter & straight polish
edges too, good condition & low hours,
$33,500. Also 2001 SB Sprinter 99 with
rebuilt motor, needs electrical work or
good for parts, $8,500. Call 818-786-
2896. 

_____________

FOR SALE: Granite Operation
equipment (sold only as a package) ’06
Intermac 3 axis CNC Master 43 DD,
15˝ colored monitor, stone cam/cad,
closed circuit tooling, 28 tool positions.
Elite Neolt Digitizer Board. Marmo
Machinery LCV711 M Flat edge/back-
splash polishing machine. Automatic, 7
smoothing and polishing mandrels.
Park Industries Yukon dimensioning
bridge saw, 0-47 degree, 24˝ blade,
hand-held or touch screen gantry con-
trol. 360 degree hydraulic tilt table.
Gorbel O.H. Mast Jib Crane 2,000 lb,
automatic 1 ton chain hoist, automated
suction granite slab hoist. Call Michael
at phone: 813-376-1842, or send email
to michael.scheerer@thedocobocorpor
ation.com

_____________

FOR SALE: Established Granite,
Marble, Quartz Business- Multiple
showrooms, & locations. Complete
modern fabrication shop & backup.
Digital templating w/ compatible CNC.
Approx. 1 acre slab & remnant yard.
Recycled water system. Low utility bills
& rent. Building & land purchase
option available. All equipment in good
or like new condition. 35 minutes west

of Austin, TX. Owner retiring. Selling
for less than total asset value. Asking
$675,000. Please Email atxgranite
co@gmail.com

_____________ 

BRAZILIAN STONE SPECIALISTBRAZILIAN STONE SPECIALIST
BUY SLABS THE RIGHT WAY! BUY STRAIGHT FROM THE QUARRIES

AND SAVE. WE’LL GUIDE YOU STEP BY STEP UNTIL THE SLABS

ARE DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR. WE PROVIDE COMPLETE PEACE

OF MIND WITH PHOTOS & PHYSICAL INSPECTION OF YOUR ORDER.
WE GUARANTEE YOU’LL RECEIVE WHAT YOU ORDERED, INSPECTED

& TAGGED BY US. NO MONEY UP FRONT–PAY IN 90 DAYS AFTER

YOUR ORDER LEAVES BRAZIL. INSTALLMENT TERMS AVAILABLE.

CALL ALBERT AT 918-249-0786 OR EMAIL ALBERT@MALFACINI.COMCALL ALBERT AT 918-249-0786 OR EMAIL ALBERT@MALFACINI.COM

The information contained in our
Classifieds section is provided by
third parties and not an endorse-
ment of particular products, com-
panies or employers. The SRG®

encourages all interviewing
employers to carefully conduct
prescreening of all prospective
employees, and purchasers of
used equipment are encouraged
to use caution and common sense.

READERS PLEASE NOTE:
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Business Opportunities

Granite Shop For Sale: Everything
needed for granite fabrication. New
state of the art building, not a retro-fit.
1-1/2 acres on heavy volume, 4 lane
commuting to & from Pittsburgh, PA
location. Turn Key operation. Call for
details 412-527-5705.

_____________ 

Business For Sale: Scotch Plains, NJ
marble & granite fabrication shop. Turn
key operation, everything needed to
fabricate & install. 1 Zonato 500
bridgesaw w/ tilt table, 1 Matrix
Daytona Edge profile machine, 2 stone
routers w/ various bits, 1 forklift w/
boom & clamp, 1 compressor.
Excellent reputation, mostly residential
referral business w/ repeat contractors,
builders & designer work orders.
Willing to help ease transition. Asking
$299,000. Call 201-988-0162. 

_____________ 

Do You Want 10, 20, 30 + More
Installs Per Month? We can take you
from wholesale to retail and fill the void
left by channel partner’s drying up. We
have generated over 2.5 million in sales
for our customers in 2011. Your phone
can be ringing in as little as 24 hrs. call
today 877-877-1916 or visit www.fire-
ups.com. We are the granite marketing
experts! Markets are exclusive. Call
today!

Services

Buddy Rhodes Advanced GFRC Class:
Braxton-Bragg is offering a class in Glass
Fiber Reinforced Concrete (GFRC) cast-
ing techniques. The class will be taught by
Zachary Coletti, certified Buddy Rhodes
trainer and a Master Concrete Artisan.
Space is limited for the classes and the
slots go fast, so reserve your slot now.
Payment of $899 and registration is
required to secure a reservation. Three
nights lodging and lunches will be includ-
ed with the tuition. Join us in Knoxville
on July 18-20, 2012 to find out why using
GFRC as a material gives artisans even
more ability to express themselves and
create unique objects for their customers.
The class will be focusing on making
form-functional things instead of just the
basics. Class size is limited to 12, first
come, first served. Call Kurt at 877-493-
0205 now to reserve your place. 

_____________

Are You Curious About
Importing Slabs from

China?
Find Out More!

Contact: Torin Dixon

JOIN US EACH MONTH!
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for your subscription
requests, address changes, and FREE CLASSIFIEDS 

The Polishing Pro class held at Braxton-Bragg has been designed to explain that not only can these products be used to
repair a fabrication mishap, but fill a need in the current recession, where home and business owners cannot necessarily
afford to replace stained or scratched stone.

8:30 IN THE MORNING, TEN GENTLEMEN

GATHERED IN A BRIGHTLY-LIT CLASSROOM

AT THE BRAXTON-BRAGG “CAMPUS,” TO

LEARN AN ENTIRELY NEW WAY OF LOOKING

AT THEIR STONE FABRICATION BUSINESS.

Steve Anneker and Tim Parker, the developer and mar-
keter of the Polishing Pro System, have created a new con-
cept for the business-savvy fabricator: Stone Restoration. 

In the recent past, tens of thousands of homeowners
have either built new homes which included granite or
other natural or engineered stone, or have had it installed
in their existing residences.  With the improved techniques
of quarrying and fabricating these materials, stone coun-
tertops and other fabricated stone construction have
become far more commonplace than ever before.  

“Although stone is extremely durable,” said Tim
Parker, Business Manager for Polishing Pro Systems,
LLC, “These products do become dull and dingy over
time. With a small investment (in the Polishing Pro
System), you could make your money back on your first
restoration job!” 

“How much of an investment?”
“For everything you would need to establish your new

business (removing small scratches and surface polish-
ing to renew the original shine on natural and engi-
neered stone), less than a thousand bucks!”

“This is a ground-breaking business,” Parker went on
to say. “There are many fabrication shops who turn
down restoration jobs, because they don’t have the
equipment or the training to do it. Think of it this way,
the installers who install your carpet, are not the same
people who will come back to clean your carpet. The
need keeps growing; this is a brand-new market, for
those who get in on it now. You can compare this to con-
crete or marble floor polishing, which is really big–but
has quickly become very competitive.”

“So, why the Polishing Pro Systems class?”
“The two products we have developed for the

Polishing Pro System (Polishing Pro and Polishing Pro
for Engineered Stone) are made to work differently. We
decided from the outset that not only was this an essen-
tial system for a fabricator, but it could also be a whole
new business.”

“Is this class different from the videos you have made?”
“Definitely. The first product, the Polishing Pro System

for Natural Stone, is easier to demonstrate and use ‘like a
pro’, but for the second, a deeper understanding of quartz
is important–that’s harder to get from a video. It deals in
the ‘how’; Steve wants to deal with the ‘why’ as well as
demonstrating identifying and removing stains, dealing
with dyed stone and re-resined stone.” 

Parker also wanted to talk to students about the business
side of Stone Restoration. The class has been designed to
explain that not only can these products be used to repair
a fabrication mishap, but fill a need in the current reces-
sion, where home and business owners cannot necessarily
afford to replace stained or scratched stone. Parker added,
“but you will need to make your customers aware of what
you can do (for them). 

“At this time, homeowners don’t even know that there
is a solution for their dull or scratched countertops. We
plan on teaching how to do this. We will discuss things
like who your potential customers are, how to market to
them, and how to price your services, and how to assure
your profitability in your new business.”

The students spent two days learning the whys and
wherefores of this burgeoning new business, as well as
getting their hands dirty learning techniques of polishing
different types of natural and engineered stone, as well as
working with stain removal. At the end of the second
day, ten tired but enthusiastic gentlemen left, equipped
with the knowledge and skills to make their mark in this
business, by removing the marks left by others!

POLISHING PRO CLASS HELD AT
BRAXTON-BRAGG IS BIG SUCCESS

Karla Hood
Special Contributor 
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HIMS ARE UBIQUITOUS. THEIR

ONLY ROLE IS TO HOLD SPACE IN A

JOINT, AND THE DESIGNER GENERAL-
LY GIVES THE JOINT FAR MORE

ATTENTION. 

Do-it-yourself projects may include scraps of
wood, wood wedges, shingles, or even strips of
aluminum cut from a soda can, all fulfilling the
role of the shim. However, the professional
contractor and the design professional need a
higher class of shim that can play its role in
reliable, engineered systems. 

Structural plastic shims give the project team
consistent performance in an array of circum-
stances. Like sealants, adhesives, and grout,
shims are common accessories in systems
throughout construction projects. Design pro-
fessionals may dismiss shims as ‘means and
methods’—the contractor’s responsibility.
However, under many conditions, shims are
important to the success of a system and the
project. For instance, a shim that becomes a
permanent part of construction needs to be just
as fire-, mold-, and insect-resistant as the sur-
rounding materials in order to avoid being the
system’s weak point. Shims in glazing systems
must both accommodate and resist the move-
ment of those systems, preventing glass-to-
glass or glass-to-metal contact, but yielding to
pressure, thus reducing glass breakage. Though
their footprints are small, shims can make big
differences in the outcomes of construction
projects. 

Depending upon how a project is specified
and delivered, the design professional may
legitimately leave most aspects of shim selec-
tion to the contractor’s suppliers and installers.
If a system's overall performance is adequately
specified, and if the contractor's responsibility
for that performance is clear, the shim's contri-
bution to system performance is also the con-
tractor's responsibility. Controlling the selec-
tion of shims is most important when the
design team is already controlling the other
materials in a system very tightly. 

For instance, if a fragile stone is chosen for a
wall cladding, the contractor may have little to
no control over the stone's performance. In this
case, the success of the system depends on the
design team's ability to correctly detail the sup-
port of the stone, including the resilience of
permanent and temporary shims. Other instal-
lations may require fire-resistant or rot-resist-
ant shims, criteria that may not be obvious to
the contractor. It is in these specialty conditions
when the design professional most needs to
know how shims are selected and used.

Selection Criteria  
Understanding the role of the shim in the sys-

tem it serves allows the design professional to
choose shims that best serve the system.
Temporary shims need to meet basic require-

ments for size, strength, and ease of use.
Permanent shims are subject to more extensive
requirements to ensure the continued perform-
ance of the materials they support and separate. 

Material
Traditionally, shims have been made of wood

and metal because these materials are easily
shaped and often found as scrap on jobsites.
Wood is often used in wood-framed construc-
tion and cabinetry, but it is subject to crushing
and rot. Steel is the material of choice in much
structural steel work, but can cause rust damage in
other systems where moisture may run across it.

Purpose-made structural plastic shims have
made a place for themselves in today’s faster-
paced construction. Requiring little or no shap-
ing, and available in consistent thicknesses and
material properties, plastic structural shims
save labor time. Since plastic can be made
stronger than wood, more dimensionally stable
than steel, and resistant to moisture and
microbes, it is the material of choice for many
building systems.

Size
The most important properties of shims are

their ability to separate and adjust the spacing
between items in construction. The shim’s
thickness is chosen according to the depth of
the space it is intended to maintain. The foot-
print is chosen according to handling and load

David Braune, CSI; Simon Braune, CSI; 
and Vivian Volz, RA, CSI, CCS, LEED AP

Special Contributors

MAKING SPACE
Shims Play an Important Role in Building Systems

Continued on page 33

Figure 1  Properties of plastic structural shims:

distribution needs. A permanent shim should be
sized to fit entirely within the joint, behind the
finish materials, and without interfering with
any sealant that can be installed in the joint.

Shape
Flat blocks are used for simple conditions

where spaces will be later filled with grout or
sealant, such as joints in tilt-up concrete panel
and unit masonry construction (they are best for
bringing together two surfaces where the joint
size is known). U-shapes, on the other hand, fit
around bolts and are useful for many systems of
construction, including precast concrete
cladding and curtain wall systems (they usually
form permanent spacers). A third shape, the
wedge, can be inserted between two objects
already in place to adjust the size of a joint.
They are often used to temporarily hold objects
in place until they are anchored.

Compressive Strength
One should choose a product with compres-

sive strength that can withstand the expected
dead, construction, and live loads the shim will
carry. Shims support large loads over their
small footprints during construction, before the
final fastening is complete, so including a safe-
ty factor is a good idea. Figure 1, below, shows
ranges of compressive strengths available with
different structural plastic shim materials.

Tensile Strength at Break D638 4500-6000 psi 5200-7500 psi 1,600-4,600 psi

Elongation at Break D638 100-600% 1.2-2.5% 10-440%

Tensile Yield Strength D638 4,500-5,400 psi 5,700 psi

Compressive Strength– D695 5,500-8,000 psi 6,000-8,000 psi 2,000-5,500 psi
Rupture or Yield

Flexural Strength– D790 6,000-8,000 psi 10,000-14,600 psi 2,000-5,500 psi 10,500 psi
Rupture or Yield

Tensile Modulus, 103 D638 165-225 psi 330-475 psi 50-500 psi 375 psi

Compressive Modulus, 103 D695 150-300 psi 480-490 psi 50-150 psi

Flexural Modulus, 103 D790 at 73°F 170-250 psi 380-490 psi 70-350 psi 380 psi
D790 at 200°F 50 psi
D790 at 250°F 35 psi

Izod impact, ft-lb/in of D256A 0.4-1.2 0.35-0.45 1-20 2.00
notch (1/8-in specimen)

Hardness
-Rockwell D785 R80-102 M60-75 112
-Shore/Barcol D2240/D2583 D55-80

Property, Units ASTM Test
Method Polypropylene Polyethylene ABS

Hi-impact
Polystyrene
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Creep
Shims with compressive strength adequate to

the task at hand will not deform under the
expected loads. By contrast, materials like wood
suffer from ‘creep’ (i.e. deformation over time),
forcing installers to guess at the final com-
pressed thickness when selecting shims.
Choosing structural shims takes the guesswork
out of installation. It is worth noting that creep
can be a problem with high-density polyethyl-
ene (HDPE) used as permanent support.

Resilience
Resilience is the ability of a shim to compress

under load and then return to its previous shape
when the load is released. It is expressed in
ASTM E18, Standard Test Methods for
Rockwell Hardness of Metallic Materials, and
ASTM D2240, Standard Test Method for
Rubber Property–Durometer Hardness. 

Resilience is often required in glazing sys-
tems and other panelized cladding systems.
When materials being separated are brittle—
like glass or stone—the shim’s job is to absorb
some of the load imposed by system movement.
One should consult the Glass Association of
North America’s (GANA’s) standards for glaz-
ing systems; stone fabrication guides such as the
Indiana Limestone Handbook offered by the
Indiana Limestone Institute of America may
also suggest requirements.  For other brittle
materials such as terra cotta, the manufacturer
or supplier may make recommendations for the
resilience of shims.

Impact Resistance
Impact resistance is the shim’s ability to

withstand a sudden force, usually over a small
area, without breaking or crushing. Impact
resistance is often required for shims used to
install glazing systems. When high impact
resistance is required, high-impact polystyrene
or polyvinyl chloride (PVC) shims are often
required.

Resistance to Brittle Failure
If very cold temperatures are expected during

construction or the shim’s service life, brittle
failure needs to be considered. The temperature
at which cracking occurs should be below the
expected ambient temperature. In some condi-
tions, the shim can be retained in the joint with
adhesive, making cracking less of a concern.

Fire Safety
Shims that will remain permanently within

an assembly may be required to resist the
effects of fire. Where shims are permanently
part of a fire-resistive assembly, it may be nec-
essary to test the assembly’s performance.
Shims exposed in unfinished spaces such as
plenums and attics are subject to the same
flame spread and smoke developed perform-

However, many are made in the United States
to save shipping energy and costs. 

Shims are typically made from materials that
have little to no effect on indoor air quality, and
their small size makes concerns about volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) de minimus. Since
they are solid, they are not governed by VOC
limits that apply to liquid or elastomeric adhe-
sives and sealants, whether in green building
rating systems or in air quality regulations. 

Common Uses of Shims
In general, shims are used as alignment aids

to hold objects in place until they are perma-
nently attached with fasteners, welds, grout,
adhesive, or other methods. Examples of this
use occur in many areas of construction. The
list below is not exhaustive, but serves to
demonstrate the versatility of shims.

Divisions 03 and 04
In systems with heavy panels, such as tilt-up

concrete, precast concrete, or panelized mason-
ry, shims are used to level and align the panels
and maintain regular joint spacing in prepara-
tion for final attachment.

Masonry systems, especially large pieces
like caps and lintels, may require shims for
temporary joint spacing. Shims may be used to
relieve stress while the mortar sets, or simply
to maintain the position of featured pieces until
the mortar placement is complete. Shims are
readily available in 9.5-mm (3/8-in.) thickness,
the most common joint size in brick construction.

Brittle materials like terra cotta can be tem-
porarily cushioned with shims before being
fixed or sealed into place.

Division 05
Typically, structural steel is shimmed with

steel shims. However, many other metal
objects are shimmed temporarily with plastic
shims before welding, grouting, or bolting into
place. Plastic shims can also separate dissimi-
lar metals to protect against galvanic action,
and in some cases can provide a thermal break.

Division 06
Heavy wood members that would crush a

wood shim can be shimmed with plastic shims.
Typical applications include heavy timber
framing, glue-laminated (gluelam) members,
and prefabricated joists or trusses.

Divisions 07 and 08
Shims may be used to align door and window

frames, skylights, louvers, and metal panels or
to hold standard joint widths while fastening
components in place. They can also be
employed to hold standard joint widths while
fastening components in place.

Whether permanent or temporary, shims are
often used to separate glass panels from each
other or from framing until permanent gaskets
or sealants are installed. Glass setting blocks
and edge blocks are also specific types of shims,
permanently supporting glass in framing.

ance requirements as insulation and wiring. 
Noncombustible construction is necessary

for certain construction types and occupancies,
depending on the building code in effect.
Though less common, melting point and flam-
mability may also be specified if necessary.
(See Figure 2, left, for tests and performance
standards that apply to the fire safety of shims.)

Compatibility
A compatible product does not react with or

chemically affect the materials it touches. It
will not transfer color or oils, produce stains, or
corrode the item being shimmed. It will also be
unaffected by the adjacent materials.
Polypropylene and polystyrene both excel in
this feature, being unaffected by most con-
struction materials. In fact, inert plastics are
often used to separate dissimilar materials that
would otherwise react with each other (e.g.
separating aluminum from concrete or from
steel).

Vermin and Decay Resistance
Inert plastic shims can remain in place indef-

initely, without contributing nutrients to
unwanted organisms like mold or insects.
Unlike wood and wood products, plastic struc-
tural shims do not rot or decay.

Ease of Use
Shims are easy to use for various reasons.

For example, shims are frequently colored by
thickness, simplifying and speeding installa-
tion and inspection in the field. Further, there is
an opportunity for stackability. Stackable
shims can fit virtually any size joint, from 0.8
to 152 mm (1/32 to 6 in.), by combining stan-
dard sizes. Plastic structural shims can be
banded together. Some plastics also are readily
heat-welded at the edges, forming a permanent
stack custom-built for the joint required.

In order to fit joint requirements, shims
should be available in various widths, and in
shapes that are easily cut to size. Some U.S.
manufacturers offer shims in 152 and 203-mm
(6- and 8-in.) wedge shapes that are notched to
be snapped at convenient lengths and depths.
Unnotched shims can be trimmed with knives
or saws.

Thermal Performance
Shims can act as a thermal break between

conductive materials. Measured in Btu per
hour or in Watts, the thermal conductance of
plastic shims is lower than that of aluminum or
steel. For example, shims can help reduce ther-
mal transfer from cladding materials, such as
precast concrete, into structural elements.

Environmental Considerations
Plastic shims are available with high recy-

cled content (HRC). Temporary shims are
often reused, but broken shims and scraps may
be recycled. Since they are such a small part of
most projects, they are unlikely to contribute
significantly to Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) credits for
regional materials or recycled content.

MAKING SPACE
Continued from page 32

Figure 2  Fire safety testing and performance standards:

● Fire-resistance of assemblies: 20 minutes to four hours, ASTM 
E119, Standard Test Methods for Fire Tests of Building 
Construction and Materials;

● Flame spread: Class A, under 25; Class B, 26-75; Class C, 76-200, 
ASTM E84, Standard Test Method for Surface Burning 
Characteristics of Building Materials;

● Smoke developed: 450 or less for Classes A, B and C, ASTM E84;
● Non-combustibility: Pass/Fail, ASTM E136, Standard Test Method 

for Behavior of Materials in a Vertical Tube Furnace at 750°C;
● Melting point: Not less than 170°F, ASTM D1238, Standard Test 

Method for Melt Flow Rates of Thermoplastics by Extrusion 
Plastometer; and

● Flammability: UL 94 V-0. Standard for Safety of Flammability of 
Plastic Materials for Parts in Devices and Appliances Testing.

At the High Museum of Art in Atlanta, GA, this
insulating glass unit will rest on resilient, per-
manent shims called setting blocks and be cen-
tered in its frame by edge blocks. Temporary
shims may be used to hold the unit tight against
the interior gasket while the exterior gasket is
applied.

Photo courtesy Glass Magazine, a publication
of the National Glass Association (NGA)
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Wherever sealants are used, shims are likely
to have been there first. Throughout the other
Master Format divisions, shims are used to
maintain joint width, either permanently or
temporarily, until sealants are placed and
cured.

Division 09
Where joint widths in finish materials are

critical for appearance and sealant perform-
ance, shims are often used to align materials
and maintain regular joints. Stone flooring,
interior stone cladding, wood panel ceilings,
and decorative wall panels are all finishes that
may need temporary shims during installation.
Generally, the shims are progressively removed
as final joint materials are placed.

Divisions 10 - 14 and 23
Heavy objects such as directories, signage,

telephone kiosks, benches, and fixed audience
seating can be aligned temporarily with shims
before being permanently fixed into place.
Tracks and rails for sliding partitions, eleva-
tors, and escalators can be shimmed for align-
ment and thus smoother equipment operation.
Even large motorized equipment such as
HVAC fans require careful leveling that can be
aided with shims.

Specifying Shims
Shims are considered “accessories” and are

appropriately specified with other parts of the
“work results” or building systems in which
they are used.

When specifying the shims themselves in
Part 2–Products, the specifier should include
information necessary to assure proper per-
formance for project conditions. It is usually
unnecessary for the specifier to require a spe-
cific shape or size of shim, but types or materi-
al properties may be important. When load
bearing is important, for instance, specify that
shims shall be solid, and that hollowed profiles
will not be accepted. Compatibility, resilience,
and fire resistance are all material properties
that may be specified in Part 2.

Execution requirements for shims should
also be results-oriented. Example requirements
found in Part 3–Execution may include:
● “Shims shall not remain permanently 

exposed to view, sun, or weather;”
● “Hold shims back from face of panel at 

least two times joint width” for mortar or 
grout joints;

● “Shims shall not intrude into depth 
required for sealant and backer rod 
specified” for sealant joints;

● “Remove shims progressively as sealant is 
installed” for movement joints in stone 
flooring;

● “Install shims to shed water. Horseshoe 
and keyslot shim openings shall face 
down” for shims behind cladding, out
side the weather barrier; and

● “Do not shim cladding more than [insert 
dimension] without written acceptance by 
Engineer.”

The design professional who understands the
uses, pitfalls, and possibilities of shims is
equipped to control key properties of the shims
used in his or her projects. Selecting the prop-
er shims can help ensure the alignment,
resilience, and permanence of building sys-
tems, and thus the performance of the project
as a whole.

Abstract
Like sealants, adhesives, and grout, shims are

common accessories throughout construction
projects. Under many conditions, they are
important to the success of a system and the
project. Shims in glazing systems must both
accommodate and resist the movement of those
systems, preventing glass-to-glass or glass-to-
metal contact, but yielding to pressure, thus
reducing glass breakage. Though their foot-
prints are small, shims can make big differ-
ences in the outcomes of construction projects.

Master Format No.
08 85 00–Glazing Accessories

UniFormat No.
B2010.10 Wall Panels-Exterior Walls
B2020 Windows-Exterior
B3060.10 Skylights

Key Words
Division 08
Impact resistance
Shims

David Braune, CSI, is the president of Grove
Products. He has been with the company for
more than 40 years. Braune can be reached at
sales@groveproductsinc.com.

Simon Braune, CSI, is the vice president of
Grove Products. He can be contacted via e-
mail at sbraune@groveproductsinc.com.

Vivian Volz, RA, CSI, CCS, LEED AP

BD+C, is an architectural specifier in private
practice in California, and a consultant to
Chusid Associates. She is president of the San
Francisco Chapter of the Construction
Specifications Institute (CSI) and serves on the
Editorial Advisory Board for The Construction
Specifier. Volz can be reached via
www.chusid.com.

MAKING SPACE
Continued from page 33

Tilt-up concrete panels are set on permanent,
high-strength, rectangular, plastic shims. The
shims create an open joint between the panel
and the grade beam to receive grout, backer
rod, and sealant.

Image courtesy Tilt-Up Concrete Association

These wedges can be snapped to size along the grooves and are convenient for field-leveling a pre-
cise component over a less precise surface.Image courtesy Tilt-Up Concrete Association.

Shim images courtesy Grove Products

I SEE ENGLAND, I SEE FRANCE
FRENCHMAN TOOK GOOGLE TO

COURT OVER A PHOTO PUBLISHED

ONLINE BY ITS

STREET VIEW

APPLICATION SHOWING HIM

URINATING IN HIS FRONT YARD

WHICH HE BELIEVES HAS

MADE HIM THE LAUGHING

STOCK OF HIS VILLAGE IN

RURAL NORTHWEST FRANCE.

The man, who is aged
around 50 and lives in a vil-
lage of some 3,000 people
in the Maine-et-Loire
region, is demanding the
removal of the photo, in
which locals have recognized
him despite his face being
blurred out.

He also wants 10,000
euros ($13,300) in damages.

“Everyone has the right
to a degree of secrecy,” his
lawyer, Jean-Noel
Bouillard, told Reuters. “In
this particular case, it’s
more amusing than serious.
But if he’d been caught kissing a woman
other than his wife, he would have had the

same issue.”
Google Inc.’s Street View, covering some

30 countries and available in
France since 2008, enables
users of Google Maps to also
view photos of streets taken
by its camera cars, which
have cameras hoisted on
frames on their roofs.

The man thought he was
hidden from view by his
closed gate as he relieved
himself in November
2010. But Google’s lens
caught him from above
his gate as it passed by.
Bouillard did not
explain why the man
chose to urinate out-
side.

Google’s lawyer in
the case, named by
local daily Ouest
France as Christophe
Bigot, was not
immediately reach-
able, but the newspa-
per said he was

pleading that the case should be declared null
and void.
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B E T T E R ! FA S T E R ! C H E A P E R !
Call 800-575-4401 Fax 800-915-5501 

Join us in Knoxville on June 27-28, 2012 for a
two-day, hands-on workshop and learn how to
remove surface scratches from both natural stone
and quartz surfaces. Taught by Steve Anneker, the
inventor, you will learn how to use the game
changing Polishing Pro System.

For ONLY $399, this training class includes all
materials, two nights lodging, lunches and snacks.
Come ready to learn and dressed to work—This
Hands-On workshop can change your life and
enable you to save a job!  
Watch the video and learn more by visiting 
http://www.braxton-bragg.com/polishingpro.

Call Kurt at 877-493-0205 to reserve your place. 
Class size limited to 10, first come, first served.

NEW!

Hands-On Polishing Pro Class
to be held at Braxton-Bragg

Learn to remove SURFACE scratches from polished natural stone
… and now engineered stone, too!  SAVE thousands of dollars.

THE STONE DETECTIVE
The Case of the Disappearing Crack

WAS ONE OF THOSE FANTASTIC

SPRING MORNINGS AS I WOKE

UP AND SAW A CARDINAL

BANGING HIS HEAD ON MY BED-
ROOM WINDOW DOOR.

Stupid bird, I thought, and then I thought
about all those times in the stone business
where I felt like doing the same thing. I just
smiled and got my old butt out of bed. 

I got dressed and headed out the door early to
stop by my local greasy spoon to grab a cup of
jo. Before I could even get to the ole Woody,
the phone rang. “Stone Detective, here. What
can I do for ya?” 

The voice on the other end sounded like a
young woman. She spoke softly; almost too
softly at times. I could hardly hear her. She
started going on and on about her marble floor
that had a crack running across the entire floor.  

Typical, I thought, until she told me that the
crack disappears and completely goes away,
then comes back at times. I stuck my finger in
my ear to make sure I had no wax build-up,
because I couldn’t believe what I was hearing. 

I told her to repeat what she just said and this
is exactly what she whispered. “Sometimes
there is a crack that goes across the entire width
of my foyer and the next day it’s gone.”  

I thought about asking her if she
was on crack, but my curiosity
got the best of me and I had to
see this, or maybe not see it. I
asked for her address and told
her I would be there as soon as
I got done with breakfast.

I pulled up to the gated com-
munity, looked at the sign on
the outside of the develop-
ment and had to laugh. It said:
Shady Oaks. A Gated Community. The reason I
was laughing is on the way over I was sitting at
a traffic light and a biker pulled up next to me.
On the back of his T-shirt it said, “Sing Sing
Prison–A Gated Community.”  Got me think-
ing that the cost and upkeep of some of these
homes must make the owners think they are in
prison at times.  

I pulled up to a huge Georgian-style home. I
rang the doorbell and it was answered by a very
petite lady. At first I thought she was a kid but
then she spoke, or should I say whispered. 

“Hi,” she said. “Come on in.” As I stepped
into the home, everything was white. The floor
was a white marble, the walls were white, and
the furniture was white. Ms. Whisper was also
dressed in white. 

In addition to everything being white, I

noticed that the foyer was very
wide. It was at least 30 feet

across. I stared at the
floor looking for signs

of a crack, as she
explained about this

crack appearing and
disappearing. I asked

where the crack was and
she said, “You’re standing

on it.”  
I looked down and saw nothing at all. Of

course, it was sunny outside and my eyes were
not quit adjusted to the indoor lighting.  I asked
if I could walk around. She said, “Go ahead,”
and left the room.   

I started walking around the foyer and
noticed that the floor appeared a little bouncy.
In other words, it moved as you walked across
it. I went to the far corner of the foyer and got
down on my old, arthritic knee and looked
across the floor. Sure enough, I could see a lit-
tle line that ran it. Now I had an idea exactly
what this was. 

I yelled for Ms. Whisper and asked if I could
go down in the basement to look at what was
supporting this floor. She led me down the
steps and into the basement. It was kind of dark
and I took out my little flashlight. I shined the

Frederick M. Hueston, PhD  
Stone Care Consultant 

light up to the ceiling and my suspicion was
correct. There were no supports across the
entire 30 foot span. 

The wooden 2x6s were way too weak to sup-
port the live load of this floor. So what was she
seeing? Why does the crack appear and disap-
pear? I went back upstairs and explained to her
that her floor does not meet the deflection stan-
dard and, basically, the floor was bending. This
causes stress in the stone and you see what
appears to be a crack. 

Technically, this is called a compression
crack. When the floor is under compression due
to a live load, the tiny stress line appears.
Eventually, if the floor is not corrected, it will
develop into a full-blown crack. 

I told her she needed to have the floor sup-
ported underneath and that should take care of
the problem. Another case solved. Now, I won-
der where can I get some lunch?

The Stone Detective is a fictional character
created by Fred Hueston, written to be enter-
taining and educational. He has written over
33 books on stone and tile installations, fabri-
cation and restoration and also serves as an
expert for many legal cases across the world.
You can send any email comments to him at
fhueston@stoneforensics.com
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CALL IT MCWASHINGTON
NEBRASKA WOMAN HAS SOLD A

THREE-YEAR-OLD MCDONALD’S

CHICKEN MCNUGGET THAT

RESEMBLES PRESIDENT GEORGE

WASHINGTON FOR $8,100 ON EBAY.  

The Sioux City Journal in Iowa says bid-
ding ended just after 11:30 a.m. March 5.

Rebekah Speight of Dakota City sold the
McNugget to raise money for a drive to raise
$15,000 and send 50 children to summer
church camp in Sioux City.

Speight says her children didn’t eat the
chicken during a McDonald’s visit three
years ago. She was about to toss it, then spot-
ted Washington’s resemblance. Speight
stashed the McNugget in her freezer.

eBay had temporarily taken down the auc-
tion in February because it violated rules reg-
ulating expired food.

She later received an email from eBay Inc.
saying the company was “willing to make
exceptions to help your cause.”

A McDonald’s Chicken McNugget that
resembles President George Washington is
placed next to a U.S. quarter dollar bearing
the image of the president. The three-year-old
nugget sold for $8,100 on eBay.

Photo: Nate Robson / AP

THE POLISHED PERSPECTIVE
Written in Stone

VERY ONCE IN AWHILE, SOMEONE

ABUSES THEIR STONE. NOW, AS

MUCH AS I AM AN ADVOCATE FOR

STONE AND ITS PROPER CARE, I DO

MAKE A LIVING OFF OF PEOPLE WHO NEGLECT IT OR

DO NOT OTHERWISE FOLLOW PROPER CARE

INSTRUCTIONS. WHEN THIS HAPPENS, OUR CREW

CHOOSES TO DO THE PROPER THING AND REPAIR

THE STONE AS IF IT WERE IN OUR OWN HOMES.

Now, that last statement can make a powerful
argument when selling your services to a cus-
tomer. How many installers, fabricators or
restorers actually have stone in their own
homes?  Those who do will find that they are a
lot more passionate about the customer’s prop-
erty than an individual that does not respect its
beauty and longevity.

I remember discussing this many years ago
with a flavor of the week “expert,” and he told
me that he would never have stone in his home
because of all of the problems he sees with it in
his customer’s homes. That’s like a car mechan-
ic who says he would rather ride a bike because
he doesn’t want to change the oil or have to buy
insurance in case of accidents. If properly
installed and maintained, stone will last a lot
longer with basic maintenance than your cus-
tomer’s Ferrari. 

And being in the restoration and maintenance
business, having stone in my home is a no-
brainer.  I mean, who better to know how to care
for it right? 

Here is what I have found, though, with
employees and various individuals I’ve done
business with over the years. Those who own
stone, understand it and can sell it better (and

also restoration services) than an individual
without stone in their home. Tile store owners
that I know, who put quality stone in their own
homes, know what to look out for from experi-
ence. They can speak with authority on the sub-
ject. Those who sell cheap, discount tile and put
poor quality installations in their own home are
the ones who hide behind the disclaimers in
their contracts about stone being a “natural
product and subject to flaws” … yadda, yadda,
yadda. They sell the product, but they don’t
believe in it.

My right hand man has had a granite end
tabletop that he found headed for the dump
from before he came to work for my company.
He cleaned it up and takes pride in it. I fully
believe that this is why he is so passionate and
diligent at work, because he loves the little bit
of stone that he calls his. He knows how he
would feel if he or anyone else were to work on
that top and not deliver the results that he
expected. And because of that, he pushes the
employees under him to excel and not settle.

I’ve had sales representatives work for me and
supplier reps sell to me who do not own stone.
You can feel it in their delivery. To them, it is
just a commodity, something that is no different
than the next one on the shelf. And by speaking
about stone in general terms like that, it does not
inspire me to want to buy from them. 

Now, if a customer really wants something
badly enough, they will buy from someone, of
course, whether they feel motivated by the sales
representative or not. But the loyal customers,
are the happy ones. I’ve witnessed it. They are
the ones that have been shown the uniqueness of
their purchase and they remember the individ-
ual that pointed that out to them. 

I get repeat customers who remind me of the
time I showed them that they had limestone and
not marble because of the sea life fossils visible

in their floor. I’ve watched them show other
guests in their homes as they play a crustacean
version of “Where’s Waldo” with the nautilus
shells entombed in their tile.

I’ve had a lady of the house call me about
removing a “defect” from her granite counter-
top later refer me to her girlfriends to do work
in their homes because I helped her see that it
was not a defect but rather like Cindy
Crawford’s beauty mark and made her top one
of a kind.

Aside from my children, of course (whom I
see regularly), one of the only things I miss
about my pre-divorce, marital home is my per-
sonally hand-fabricated Blue-Eyes Granite van-
ity and backsplash. Stone becomes all the more
personal if you sculpt it yourself.

So how do we help all of our employees to
have this love of stone?  Do we pay them more
so they can afford it?  Now, before all you busi-
ness owners get out the pitchforks and torches
for me even suggesting such a thing, it was a
question, not a call to action. But aside from
that, maybe as leaders we could encourage
them to get some marble or granite in their lives
outside of the workplace. Maybe a cutting
board, or even an onyx chess set.  

If you are in the fabricating business, maybe
give them a discount on a coffee or end table
cover. Once they find the beauty of stone in
their own home, they will appreciate it in a cus-
tomer’s home or work place.  Until next month,
keep your stick on the ice.

Tom McNall is founder and owner of Great
Northern Stone, an Ontario-based stone clean-
ing and restoration company servicing Ontario
and Chicago, IL. Tom also offers corporate and
private consultations as well as speaking at
conventions. He can be reached at
stone_rx@earthlink.net.

Tom  McNall
Floor Restoration Contributor

GONNA NEED BACKUP...AND GAS
59-YEAR-OLD FUGITIVE IS BACK

BEHIND BARS AFTER HE RAN OUT

OF GAS IN WYOMING AND CALLED

THE LOCAL SHERIFF’S OFFICE FOR

ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE. 

The Wyoming Highway Patrol said that
Richard Vincent of Prineville, Oregon, was
wanted in Georgia for violating parole on a

murder and escape conviction.
Vincent called the Uinta (YOO'-ihn-tah)

County Sheriff’s Office who sent state troop-
ers to help him out. When they learned that
Vincent had an outstanding felony warrant
from Atlanta, he was taken into custody.

Vincent is now being held for Georgia
authorities pending extradition.

CHECK THAT OFF THE BUCKET LIST
55-YEAR-OLD MONTANA MAN

WHO SAYS HE “ALWAYS WANTED”
TO BE PART OF A POLICE CHASE

CAN CHECK THAT OFF HIS

BUCKET LIST.

The Montana Standard
reports John C. Hughes fol-
lowed a patrol car for seven
blocks early one Thursday
before pulling his SUV
around and taking off at
speeds of up to 70 mph. Officers
say the Butte man was driving faster than 100
mph on an interstate toward Rocker,
Montana.

Officers in that city laid out a spiked strip
to flatten the tires on the SUV.

A police report says Hughes told officers
he “just always wanted” to see what it
would be like to be in a police chase.

Officers say Hughes had not
been drinking.

Hughes pleaded guilty
in City Court to reck-
less driving while

eluding a peace offi-
cer. It’ll cost him a $1,000 fine to go
with his tire damage.

Source: The Montana Standard,
http://www.mtstandard.com
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LATICRETE AND HOUSTON MOSAIC ARTISTS
MAKE CHARITABLE DONATIONS TO FEED THE NEEDY

ATICRETE, A GLOBAL MANUFAC-
TURER AND LEADER OF PREMIUM

INSTALLATION AND FINISHING SYS-
TEMS FOR THE BUILDING INDUSTRY,

DONATED A CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT OF

LATICRETE® GROUT TO THE EMPTY BOWLS, A

CHARITABLE FUNDRAISER BASED IN HOUSTON,
TEXAS, WHICH EVERY YEAR ENDEAVORS TO SELL

HANDMADE MOSAIC BOWLS DONATED BY LOCAL

ARTISTS IN AN EFFORT TO RAISE MONEY FOR THE

HOUSTON FOOD BANK.

The Food Bank, in turn, provides three nutri-
tious meals daily for 50,000 needy people liv-
ing in the Greater Houston Area.  

According to mosaicist, Sharon Plummer,
owner of Plum Art Mosaics, “Thanks to the
help and generosity of Laticrete, Houston-area
mosaic artists were able to create and sell over
1200 bowls. And in doing so, were able to raise
almost $50,000 for this worthy cause!”

The bowls were made and donated by
Mosaico, The Society of Houston Mosaic
Artists, which is coordinated by Plummer, who
has relied upon products from Laticrete for
fabricating and grouting her mosaic art for
many years. “I was delighted to learn that for
the second straight year, Laticrete  grout would

be donated to our organization for the beautiful
bowls created by Houston mosaicists,” she
commented. “All of these artists donate their
time, effort and resources in making these
bowls, so the generous donation from Laticrete
helped all of us to cut down on our own person-
al expenses while helping to do our part for the
Houston Food Bank. What a thoughtful, great
company!”

Laticrete International, Inc. is a US-based
family-owned global manufacturer and leader
of premium installation and finishing systems
for the building industry. Laticrete® products
are produced and distributed worldwide in the
commercial and consumer channels.  The com-
pany’s philosophy of innovation and technical
expertise has led to an unparalleled reputation
and commitment to superior quality, perform-
ance and customer service. 

Manufactured in state-of-the-art ISO
9001:2008 certified facilities, Laticrete offers a
broad product portfolio including an extensive
line of low VOC sustainable products inde-
pendently certified by GreenGuard. 

Laticrete®, Latapoxy®, SpectraLOCK®,
Hydro Ban® and Drytek® are registered brands
of Laticrete International, Inc.  Corporate
Website at www.laticrete.com.

Laticrete donated products to The Empty Bowls, a charitable fundraiser based in Houston, Texas,
which every year endeavors to sell handmade mosaic bowls donated by local artists in an effort to
raise money for the Houston Food Bank.

TEN PRINCIPLES OF MOTHERHOOD
1. To be in your children’s memories tomor-

row, you have to be in their lives today.
2. The smartest advice on raising children is
to enjoy them while they are still on your
side.
3. Raising a teenager is like nailing Jell-O to
a tree.
4. Life’s golden age is when the kids are too
old to need baby-sitters and too young to bor-
row the family car.
5. There are three ways to get something
done: Do it yourself, hire someone to do it, or
forbid your children to do it.
6. Cleaning your house while your kids are at
home is like trying to shovel the driveway
during a snowstorm.

7. Money isn’t everything, but it sure keeps
the kids in touch.
8. Adolescence is the age at which children
stop asking questions because they know all
the answers.
9. An alarm clock is a device for awakening
people who don’t have small children.
10. Kids really brighten a household; they
never turn off any lights.

TEN SIGNS THAT YOU’RE A MOTHER
1. You count the number of sprinkles on

each kids’ cupcakes to make sure they
are all equal.

2. You have time to shave only
one leg at time.

3. You hide in the bathroom to be
alone.

4. You hire a baby sitter because you
haven’t been out with your husband
in ages, then you spend half the night
talking about and checking on the kids.

5. You find yourself cutting your husband’s
sandwiches into unusual shapes.

6.You fast-forward through the scene when

the hunter shoots Bambi’s mother.
7. You hear your mother’s voice
coming out of your mouth when
you say, “Not in your good
clothes.”
8. You stop criticizing the way

your mother raised you.
9. You read that the average-five-

year old asks 437 questions a day and
feel proud that your kid is “above

average.”
10. You say at least once a day, “I’m

not cut out for this job,” but you know
you wouldn’t trade it for anything.
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THE VARMINT COUNTY CHRONICLES “Boomer” Winfrey
Varmint County Correspondent

MEANDERED DOWN TO DOC CLYDE

FILSTRUP’S CLINIC LAST FRIDAY

NIGHT FOR HIS WEEKLY POKER GAME

AND POLITICAL BULL SESSION.     

As you might recall, my publisher at the War
Whoop & Exterminator fronts me cash to buy
into the game so I can get the inside scoop on
Varmint County’s political scene.

“Here’s one of the turncoats, now!” mortician
Clyde Filstrup Junior, who is also the County
Mayor, proclaimed as I entered the smoke-filled
room.

“Now son, don’t be too hard on him. He has
no control over his boss,” Clyde Senior coun-
tered, “This is a time for us men to stick togeth-
er, not go raggin’ on each other.”

“I have no idea what you’re talking about.
Why am I a turncoat?” I pleaded.

“You’ve not heard? My wife, Clyde’s wife
Matilda, and several other prominent females,
have started having their own so-called ‘poker
night’ while we’re down here at Doc’s, and it’s
all your boss Virginia Hamm’s doing. She insti-
gated it and they’re meeting right now down at
your newspaper office,” retired Sheriff Smoky
T. Bandit explained.

I couldn’t help but laugh out loud.  “So? I
mean, what’re they going to do, trade recipes,
discuss gardening tips or gossip about Fluvia
Pinetar’s new boyfriend?”

“You don’t get it, do you, boy? Virginia’s got
all our wives collected in one spot while we’re
playing cards and mapping out the political
future of Varmint County. Also in their group is
State Representative “Tooney” Pyles, Archie’s
daughter Coach Gabby Aslinger and Tooney’s
cousin Camilla Clotfelter. They’re not talkin’
gardens, they’re talkin’ politics!” Judge Hugh
Ray Jass whispered.

“How do you know they’re talking politics
and what if they are?” I countered.

“I asked my wife Belinda what kind of card
games they planned to play and if they had a
name for their little club,” Sheriff Smoky added.
“She said they’ve decided to call themselves the
‘Jones Girls’ after Mother Jones.”

“That’s not good,” Doc cut in.
“I know. I asked her who Mother Jones was

and Belinda gave me this look, like I was an
idiot. Told me to ask around.”

“Mother Jones was an old union organizer in
the West Virginia coalfields way back in the
1920s,” Doc explained. “She once led a bunch
of miners’ wives to protest some big gathering
of politicians where the Governor was speak-
ing. He stopped his speech long enough to
address the women who had barged through the
door to the convention hall.

“‘You ladies in the back are welcome to come
in and have a seat as long as you’re not disrup-
tive,’ the Governor said. 

“Mother Jones stood up and replied, ‘Ladies
hell! We’re not ladies. God made us women.

The Rockefeller gang of thieves made the
ladies,’” Doc concluded.

“We are in so much trouble,” Judge Hugh Ray
proclaimed.

“Now, now. Maybe it won’t be so bad. I
mean, what can our wives possibly cook up that
will have any effect on us and the way things
are run around here?” Clyde Junior asked.
“Since his editor instigated all this, I think the
reporter ought to go down to his newspaper and
do a little snooping around, find out what
they’re up to.”

And so yours truly was exiled from the poker
game, sent packing back to the War Whoop &
Exterminator to spy on the Jones Girls. My plan
was to simply say the poker game ended early
and I decided to come by the office and type my
weekly column before heading home, then keep
my ear to the door of Virginia’s conference
room.

“Ha! The poker game ended early? Not like-
ly. They sent you down here to spy on us, did-
n’t they?” Belinda Bandit replied when I
offered my cover story.

“Come on in and have a seat. We have nothing
to hide and you can be one of the girls tonight,”
Tooney Pyles added to a chorus of giggles.

“You might find our card game a little lame
compared to Doc’s poker parties,” my boss
Ginnie Hamm cut in. “We’re playing pinochle
and not for money.”

“That’s alright. I don’t know how to play that,
anyway. I’ll just sit and watch,” I offered.

“OK, back to what we were talking about,”
Ginnie continued. “We’re all agreed that not
enough women in Varmint County are in posi-
tions of power. We need more women to run for
office.”

“Simply running for office isn’t enough. The
men control the decisions and the spending
behind closed doors, at Doc’s little card games
and other get-togethers out of the public eye,”
Belinda Bandit countered. “I’m on the county
court and I tell you ninety percent of the votes
are already decided before we meet in public.”

“That’s because they control a majority of the
court. We need more women to run for the
court, then decisions wouldn’t be made in the
back room,” Tooney observed.

“So who’s going to run for office? I’m
already on the court but I need help if we’re
going to change things at all,” Belinda argued.
“Matilda, are you willing to run?”

“Gawd no, honey. Clyde and I argue enough
as it is. If I was to serve on the county court
while he’s still the Mayor, I might end up killing
him with his own gavel,” Matilda Filstrup
declined. “I’ll work hard to get anyone else
elected, though. I’ll even work to get a woman
elected as County Mayor if you can find some-
one to run against my husband.”

“How about you, Gabby? Why don’t you run
for squire? As coach of the Varmint County
Lady Vipers, you’d be a shoo-in to win,”
Belinda asked.

“I’ll think about it, but that’s not really my
cup of tea,” Gabby Aslinger replied. “Hey, what
about Penny Haig? She’s the most popular
young woman to ever come out of Varmint
County.”

“I thought Penny was playing college basket-
ball over in the Carolinas somewhere. Isn’t she
still in school?” Matilda Filstrup asked.

“Unfortunately, that knee injury hasn’t healed
like she expected. I talked to Penny last week
and she told me she don’t want to take scholar-
ship money that she can’t earn because she’s
injured. She’s planning to finish this semester,
then take some time off, come home and work
for awhile to earn money to finish college.”

“What a shame. She could have been an All-
American if she’s stayed healthy. You actually
think Penny would run for office?”

“She has ambition and she’s intelligent, if a
little country, but that would play well here in
Varmint County. I think she could be persuaded
to run for something like county court or school
board, and the Haigs alone could elect her. We
could use our energy helping someone else,”
Gabby pointed out.

“Well, you know, as much as I hate all the
slimy politics down at the Capitol, I do plan to
run for re-election to the legislature,” Tooney
Pyles announced. “But what about my cousin
Camilla? She would make a good county com-
missioner.”

“Huh? No, I’m more like the person working in
the background to help out. I don’t think I want to
be a politician,” Camilla Clotfelter stuttered.

“Come on, Camilla. It’ll be fun. You know we
would all get out there and help you get elected,
and once you got on county court, you would
have, uh, a certain advantage when it came to
getting your way,” Toony said.

“Look, I’m not a witch, despite what half the
county believes. My granny cooked up potions
and did spells and stuff, but I’m not her.”

“Maybe, maybe not,” Belinda Bandit com-
mented. “That doesn’t matter. What matters is
that half the county thinks you’re a witch and
that includes other squires that might be against
something you want if you’re on the court. In
the back of their mind they’ll be thinking, ‘If I
vote against her, all my hair might fall out
tomorrow.’”

The card game went on for awhile like this, a
little wine passed around, some of Fluvia

Pinetar’s homemade brownies, more politics
until the Jones Girls agreed to call it a night a bit
early, go home and think about things until next
week.

It being a Friday night, Doc’s poker game was
still going strong, so I dutifully reported back
on what I had seen and heard.

“Well, you’re right to be worried,” I told the
poker crowd. “They are plotting a way to get
more women to run for local offices like squire
or school board. Clyde, your wife Matilda
declined, said she might have to kill you if you
were both in politics at the same time.”

“Ha! I knew my Matilda wouldn’t turn on me
like that.”

“Of course she did say she would work to
help other women candidates, even if one
decided to run against you for mayor.”

“That’s preposterous! What woman could
they get to run for mayor?”

“Well, I heard Penny Haig mentioned, as well
as Camilla Clotfelter. Gabby Aslinger told ’em
she would have to think about running for an
office.”

“Oh, my! Junior, you wouldn’t stand a chance
against Penny Haig if she was to run. Half the
county loves her for being a basketball star and
the other half would be afraid to vote against
her and invite the wrath of her grandpa Elijah,”
Doc laughed.

“What about Camilla Clotfelter? What office
would that witch be interested in?” Lawyer
Philbert McSwine asked.

“They were talking county court, but there’s a
chance Camilla would just hang back and put
curses and hexes on all the male incumbents
instead.”

Well, whatever those women are cooking up,
leave me out of your plans to counter them,”
Sheriff Hiram Potts announced. “I warned my
wife Stephanie that since she’s my chief deputy,
she can’t get involved in politics unless she
resigns first.”

“You told my little girl that?” Sheriff Smoky
exclaimed to his son-in-law. “How did she take it,
and more importantly why are you still standing?”

“She took it calmly. She pointed out that I got
involved in local politics all the time and didn’t
ask her permission. Then she sort of hinted that
she might decide to run for office herself  — my
office.”

“If she does, I’ll have to support her,” Smoky
pointed out. “She’s my little girl.”

“Gentlemen, stop and think,” Doc pointed
out. “Already we are at each other’s throats and
we don’t even know if our women are serious
about taking over or not. But one thing we do
know, they will take over if we don’t stick
together.”

“Easy for you to say, Doc, you’re a widower.
I have to go home and face Belinda,” Smoky
pointed out. “It gets mighty cold out in the dog-
house.”

Varmint County Poker Buddies in Turmoil as ‘Jones Girls’ Plot Politics
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PARAPROSDOKIANS
ARAPROSDOKIANS ARE FIGURES OF

SPEECH IN WHICH THE LATTER PART

OF A SENTENCE OR PHRASE IS SUR-
PRISING OR UNEXPECTED; FRE-

QUENTLY HUMOROUS. (WINSTON CHURCHILL

LOVED THEM)!

1. Where there’s a will, I want to be in it.

2. The last thing I want to do is hurt you.
But it’s still on my list.

3. Since light travels faster than sound,
some people appear bright until you hear
them speak.

4. If I agreed with you, we’d both be
wrong.

5. We never really grow up, we only learn
how to act in public.

6. War does not determine who is right –
only who is left.

7. Knowledge is knowing a tomato is a
fruit. Wisdom is not putting it in a fruit salad.

8. They begin the evening news with,
“Good evening,” then proceed to tell you
why it isn’t.

9. To steal ideas from one person is plagia-
rism. To steal from many is research.

10. Buses stop in bus stations. Trains stop
in train stations. On my desk is a work
station.

11. I thought I wanted a career.
Turns out I just wanted pay-
checks.

12. In filling out an application,
where it says, “In case of emer-
gency, notify:” I put
“Doctor.”

13. I didn’t say it
was your fault, I said I
was blaming you.

14. Women will never be
equal to men until they can
walk down the street with a
bald head and a beer gut, and
still think they are sexy.

15. Behind every successful
man is his woman. Behind the
fall of a successful man is
usually another woman.

16. A clear con-
science is the sign of

a fuzzy memory.

17. You do not need a parachute to skydive.
You only need a parachute to skydive twice.

18. Money can’t buy happiness, but it sure
makes misery easier to live with.

19. There’s a fine line between cuddling,
and holding someone down so they can’t get
away from you.

20. I used to be indecisive. Now I’m not so
sure anymore.

21. You’re never too old to learn something
stupid. I mean, really stupid.

22. To be sure of hitting the target, shoot
first and call whatever you hit the target.

23. Nostalgia isn’t what it used to be.

24. Change is inevitable, except from a
vending machine.

25. Going to church doesn’t make you a
Christian any more than standing in a garage
makes you a car. 

26. Where there’s a will, there are relatives.

And mine is...
I’m supposed to respect
my elders, but it’s get-

ting harder and harder
for me to actually
find one now. (Rim
shot)!

Carmen Ghia
Resident Standup Comic

Michael D. Hill
Special Contributor

Source: PeoplePC Online, 
http://www.peoplepc.com

EFORE ANYONE GETS MAD

BECAUSE OF OUR TITLE, WE ARE

HAVING SOME FUN WITH THE

STEREOTYPE THAT THE ONLY COOK-
ING FOR MEN IS THROWING A SLAB OF MEAT ON

THE GRILL OR HEATING A FROZEN DINNER IN THE

MICROWAVE.   

However, for many of us, cooking a special
Mother’s Day meal for our wife or our mom
might be a bit of a stretch, so that’s why we’ve
come up with some quick and easy recipes that
will still let her know she’s the most special
woman in your life.

Bloody Mary Chicken
Ingredients:
1 large onion
2 green bell peppers
1 bunch celery (or a package of celery hearts)
4 boneless, skinless chicken breasts
1 bottle of Bloody Mary mix
Salt and pepper to taste

In a heavy skillet, sauté chopped onions,
green bell peppers, and celery (include the
leaves for extra flavor) until soft. Push the veg-
etables to one side. Season boneless, skinless
chicken breasts with salt and pepper to taste (or
use Montreal Steak Seasoning which combines
salt and pepper along with several spices) and
add to the skillet. Lightly brown on each side.
Redistribute vegetables around the chicken
breasts. Pour in bottled Bloody Mary mix until
the chicken and vegetables are covered. Bring
to a boil and lower heat, cover the skillet, and
let simmer until the chicken is fork tender. 

Serve over a bed of rice. Zatarain’s Yellow
Rice is an especially nice side dish for the fla-
vors here, and we recommend substituting
chicken broth for the cooking water to add
extra richness. This dish can be as spicy or as
mild as you would like. If you want extra zest,
try Zing Zang brand Bloody Mary mix, and
you might even add a few dashes of hot sauce.
Just remember that you’re cooking for her, not
for you.  If she’s not a fan of spicy food, play it
safe and use plain V-8 juice rather than the
Bloody Mary mix and skip the Tabasco.

Crawfish Soup
A friend of ours who lives on the Mississippi

Gulf Coast passed this one along to us, and it’s
super easy, but will taste like it took hours to
make. Shrimp can be substituted for the craw-
fish, but frozen crawfish tails are now available
in many supermarkets and really do add more
flavor.

Ingredients:
1 stick of unsalted butter 
(don’t use margarine)
1 medium onion, chopped
1 bunch green onions, chopped
1 pound frozen crawfish tails or 2 pounds if

you want the soup to be hearty
2 cans undiluted potato soup
2 cans whole kernel corn, drained
2 cups half and half or heavy cream if you

want the soup to be especially rich
2 capfuls of liquid crab boil (don’t be tempted

to add more, as it packs a wallop)

In a large pot, melt the stick of butter and
sauté onion over medium low heat until soft,
then add the green onions and cook them until
tender. Add the frozen crawfish tails and sauté
until heated through. Add the potato soup, stir-
ring to combine all ingredients. Add corn, then
half and half, and finally the crab boil.  Let all
ingredients heat through, being careful not to
let the soup come to a boil.

Beer Batter Bread
If you can drink beer, you can bake bread

with it, and we’re not lying. This bread will go
great with either of the two dishes above, and
trust us, she will be impressed!

Ingredients:
3 cups self-rising flour
3 tablespoons sugar
12 ounce bottle of good, unopened beer 
(no PBR please!)
¼ cup melted butter, plus more for greasing

the loaf pan

Preheat the oven to 400 degrees and gener-
ously grease a 9 x 5 inch loaf pan. The easiest
way to do this is to keep the butter in its wrap-
per and just run the end over all the pan’s inte-
rior, not forgetting the corners.

In a large bowl, carefully mix the flour and
sugar together, making a well in the center (just
push your fist down in the center of the flour).
Add the beer to the well and stir all ingredients
together until well blended. Using a plastic
spatula, scrape the batter into the prepared loaf
pan, smoothing out the top as much as possible.

Bake for twenty minutes, and then carefully
pour the melted butter over the top of the bread
(you might want to put down a sheet of alu-
minum foil on the bottom rack of the oven to
avoid a mess in case the butter bubbles over).
Return to the oven for another twenty minutes.
By now, the top should be a nice golden brown,
and the bottom of the loaf should sound hollow
when lightly thumped with your knuckles.
Turn the loaf out on a wire rack to cool.

For variations, add a couple of teaspoonfuls
of dill weed or Italian spice blend to the dry
ingredients.

Either of these dishes, served with fresh
baked bread and a simple salad, will make her
Mother’s Day, and the menu is equally good
for birthdays, anniversaries, Valentine’s Day, or
anytime you might need to get out of the dog
house!

MOTHER’S DAY MEALS
EVERY MAN CAN COOK!
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L to R: The Chopper
TS6 cut a 3 cm lavato-
ry bowl hole in less
than four minutes. The
Tracker TS8 follows a
template for straight
and curved cuts. The
Bandit RB2 is a vari-
able speed router
designed to clean up
and polish the sink hole
following the same tem-
plate as the Chopper
and Bandit.

SINKMATE SYSTEM OFFERED BY BRAXTON-BRAGG
DELIVERS FAST AND CLEAN SINK CUTOUTS

RAXTON-BRAGG IS OFFERING A

FASTER AND SAFER WAY TO CUT OUT

SINKS AT AN ECONOMICAL PRICE.
THE SINKMATE SYSTEM ALSO GIVES

SMALL SHOPS A WAY TO COMPETE WITH LARGER

COMPETITORS, PRODUCT MANAGER STEVE

BUSSELL SAID.    

“The primary design is for cutting out sinks
accurately and quickly and safely,” he said. “It
follows an inexpensive template that can be
made from plywood. There are guards that are
provided so it’s very safe. You can do the work of
accurately cutting out sinks in record time and safe-
ly, unlike the current tools used by most shops.”

The Sinkmate System uses three separate
tools for sink cutouts. These three tools follow
the same template, creating a very fast and
accurate system for cutting, Bussell said. “The
Sinkmate is specifically designed for just cut-
ting out sinks. It’s a very safe process, and it
uses water so it doesn't create dust.”

Sinks can be cut out at an impressive rate,
Bussell said. “If you want to cut an accurate van-
ity sink out in four minutes, it will let you do that.”

The three components of the Sinkmate
System are: 

The Chopper TS6 uses a 6-inch contour
blade. It can cut a 3 cm lavatory bowl hole in

less than four minutes. Adjustable guides allow
the operator to change the size of the sink hole.
The operator can quickly change blade depth
for step cutting while holding the blade at the
perfect angle. Chopper saves clean-up time by
leaving a vertical edge on the finish side of the
bowl hole. It can also step cut the corners of a
rectangular sink hole, leaving very little materi-
al to remove with a clean-up drum.

The Tracker TS8 uses a standard 8-inch
turbo blade and follows a template for straight
and curved cuts. Tracker was designed to step
cut while following the straight inside edges of
a sink template. 

A heavy duty pivot gives the operator a very
accurate plunge cut and a trigger to quickly

release the spring to lift the blade out of the
stone. This allows the saw to be quickly reposi-
tioned for the next cut. Tracker has two flange
wheels that follow the edge of the template.
These wheels are adjustable so the operator can
change the distance between the blade and the
template. Tracker’s patent pending design
allows the operator to step cut a curved counter-
top. Using all three tools together, an operator
can even fabricate an outside radiused vanity.

The Bandit RB2 is a variable speed router
designed to clean up and polish the sink hole
following the same template. The base of the
tool has a rotating collar, which can be adjusted
to change the distance between the abrasive and
the template. This design allows the fabricator

to make a smaller sink cutout using the same
template and to also adjust for the wear on the
abrasive.

For additional information on these products,
contact the sales reps at Braxton-Bragg. Call
toll free, 1-800-575-4401. Braxton-Bragg
offers a full range of fabrication tooling and
installation accessories including sinks, instal-
lation hardware, and every tool and piece of
equipment needed to run a professional stone,
tile, and polished concrete shop. 

For more information about Braxton-Bragg
and its publications and products, contact them
toll-free at 800-575-4401 or visit the website
www.braxton-bragg.com for current sales and
new products.
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Why is the Talon™ Turbo Cup Wheel Our Best-Seller?
The Talon™ Turbo Cup Wheel delivers what the others don’t!

RINDING and shaping is vital to stone
fabrication. Most shops begin shaping
and edge profiling with a cup wheel.
Talon™ Turbo Diamond Cup Wheels

make this step quick and easy.

Factory-Balanced Means Less Chatter
Each Talon™ Turbo Cup Wheel is tested for bal-

ance before it leaves the factory. This insures your
tool will provide the smoothest grinding possible
using a turbo type cup wheel. Large, 7mm high seg-

ments and high diamond concentration provide long
life. When used at the recommended 10,000 RPM,
tool life is maximized, while producing the
smoothest possible grinding. These cup wheels work
great wet or dry.

Superior Design
The unique extra groove designed into the middle

of the segment keeps slurry removed from the work
area and also captures air; this keeps the tool from
overheating and glazing over. 

Safe Design Won’t Throw a Segment
The unique “key” integrated segment provides safe

use even on the hardest stones. Talon™ Turbo Cup
Wheels are designed to fit most grinders with 5/8-11
thread and because of the aluminum core, are lighter
than most steel core cup wheels. Talon™ Turbo Cup
Wheels perform like the most expensive cup wheels
but are priced right at only $47.95. And when you
have used this tool to the core, don’t throw it away–
keep your aluminum core for recycling. From start to
finish Talon™ Turbo Cup Wheels make sense; aggres-
sive, versatile, long life and value.

  Item # Description Reg. Price Sale Price

8715 Talon™ Diamond Cup Wheel, Coarse, 30-40 Grit $59.95 $47.95

Braxton-Bragg offers the best in edge
preparation tooling. Cutaway (at left) shows
how Talon™ Cup Wheel segments dovetail
into the wheel body to eliminate segment
separation. The unique center segment
groove helps remove grinding slurry while
reducing heat build-up. All Talon™ Cup
Wheels are tested for balance–we guarantee
every one we sell.

Call Now–Sale Ends May 31, 2012
All Braxton-Bragg products carry a 30-day, risk-free, money
back guarantee. If you are not satisfied with your pur-
chase, simply return it for a prompt and courteous refund.

YOU
SAVE

$1200
EACH
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LYNN UNIVERSITY REMEMBRANCE PLAZA DEDICATION
Journey of Hope to Haiti Faculty and Students Honored

Peter J. Marcucci
Special Correspondent

MONDAY, JANUARY 11, 2010—
TWO FACULTY AND TWELVE STU-
DENTS OF LYNN UNIVERSITY’S

“JOURNEY OF HOPE TO HAITI”
MISSION, ARRIVED IN PORT-AU-PRINCE ON A

HUMANITARIAN AND LEARNING ASSIGNMENT;
THEIR GOAL, IN PART, WAS TO CHANGE THE LIVES

OF MANY.    

Just one day later at 4:53 PM, a magnitude
7.0 earthquake struck the nation of Haiti, leav-
ing destruction beyond comprehension. When
the dust finally settled, the estimate was over
300,000 injured and over 220,000 killed. 

Closest to us and among those killed were
two Lynn University professors: Dr. Richard
Bruno and Dr. Patrick Hartwick; and four of
their twelve students: Stephanie Crispinelli,
Britney Gengel, Christine Gianacaci and
Courtney Hays. 

And so it was, on Friday, March 16, 2012, on
the Lynn University, Boca Raton, Florida cam-
pus–driven by the sheer will and determination
of its many contributors, those lost lives were
remembered and honored, by the dedication of
the Lynn University Remembrance Plaza. 

Packed with a comprehensively quiet crowd
consisting of families and friends of the
deceased as well as faculty, students, and
media—the dedication ceremony began with
“America the Beautiful,” performed by the
Boynton Beach Community High School
Choir. The ceremony then transitioned to a
warm introductory speech by Lynn University
President, Dr. Kevin M. Ross, forever passing
the Remembrance Plaza on to the hearts and
minds of its true owners.  

Addressing the audience, Dr. Ross said,
“Today we not only recognize the academic
accomplishment of these six outstanding indi-
viduals, but also celebrate their personal
accomplishments as well. 

“The Journey of Hope and each of its mem-
bers will forever be an important part of the
Lynn story, and today we insure that their lives
and legacies are never forgotten.”

While traversing the path leading to the plaza,
the viewer is immediately charmed by six
tabebuia trees, symbolic of the six lost lives.
These trees, perfectly in-line with a wall of
Labradorite Blue Austral granite, are a precur-
sor of things to come. 

Within moments of walking closer, you are
then enamored by an archway (symbolic of the
unity of the six lost) supported by five
Labradorite Blue Astral granite pillars. 

Upon entering the gated entryway, the eye is
then effortlessly guided to a magnificent array
of six dichroic glass prisms, also symbolic of
the six lost lives. 

These prisms when fueled by an ever-chang-
ing angle of sunlight, have the unique ability to
produce a mirror image, or radiate an iridescent
spectrum of delightful, colored light. This col-
lage, enchanting at first glance and mesmeriz-

ing by the second, is indicative of the goodness
and beauty of the six fallen. 

Then, as your stand quietly paused, captive to
the energy of the prisms and spellbound by the
serene sounds of the archway’s drizzling water,
your senses are stirred by a brilliant ballet of
swirling colors in the reflective granite pool
below. 

Finally, as the glistening water gently moves
toward the end of its journey, ultimately cas-
cading down the symbolic six-step waterfall
into the lake below, you now begin to look
deeply inside yourself, hypersensitive to
thoughts of infinity, mortality, humanity and
self-purpose. It is then that you realize that
you’re journey has only just begun.

Designed by Sousa Architecture, Miramar,
Florida, the plaza’s oblique concrete design is

built to withstand intense Florida hurricanes
and is clad exclusively with 2 and 3 cm
Labradorite Blue Astral granite, all selflessly
donated by Marble of The World, Ft.
Lauderdale, Florida. 

Originating from four blocks quarried in
Madagascar and sawn in Italy, these exotic
slabs, valued at well over $200,000, are truly a
dazzling collage of natural art.

“After hearing about the tragedy, I immedi-
ately called the school and said that Marble of
The World would be very pleased to donate if
there are any plans for a monument,” said Mr.
Charles Urso, President of Marble of The
World. “Being a parent, I know that there is
nothing worse than losing your child, and we
really wanted to be involved. 

“Then, months later, when we were asked to

help and were shown the concept of glass
prisms, I knew there was only one clear choice
of stone that would complement the structure:
Labradorite Blue Astral granite.   

“These slabs are the finest example of
Labradorite Blue Astral I have ever seen. When
you put enough light behind the stone, the light
that radiates from the other side does so with
colors beyond belief. We were sure it was the
right choice.” 

Speaking from the heart, he continued, “All of
us at Marble of The World feel honored to have
been chosen to participate in this memorial. We
feel the monument is magnificent and that we’ve
helped in creating a structure that is a lasting
experience for all who view it.” 

The Lynn University Remembrance Plaza will
forever embody the dreams and spirit of all who
embarked on that fateful journey. Its archway
will forever unify the fallen, its sun-fed prisms
will ceaselessly bring remembrance to their
beauty, and its reflection pool shall eternally
allow all who look deeply, to see the reflection
of the fallen, within the reflection of themselves. 

Peter J. Marcucci has over 25- years of fabri-
cation experience in the stone industry. Send
any comments to pjmgsxr@aol.com.

Above: Visitors attending the dedication cere-
mony walk through the Remembrance Plaza
located at Lynn University in Boca Raton, FL.

Left: The memorial, built with the exotic
Labradorite Blue Astral granite, is dedicated
to the professors and students who lost their
lives in the Jan. 11, 2010 earthquake in Haiti.  
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